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prof  Edwards
 
reveals
 
By Tony Bizjak 
Former SJSU student and 
professor
 Harry 
Edwards,  it 
turns  
out, is 
extremely
 popular
 over at the 
Federal 
Bureau of 
Investigation  
(FBI). 
The militant black leader 
recently obtained copies of the 
file
 
the FBI has 
on him. It shows: 
Edwards has garnered spots on 
the FBI's Agitator
 Index, Security 
Index and possibly
 Rabble Rouser 
Index.
 
What these indexes are, the FBI
 
will not say. 
The FBI, in fact, has found Ed-
wards interesting 
enough to have 
sources
 monitor 
his sociology
 
classes at SJSU. 
And another source
 made avail-
able to the FBI Edwards' SJSU 
school records. 
This information 
came
 to light 
recently when Edwards used the 
revised 1975 
Freedom
 of Infor-
mation Act (FOIA) 
to
 see what in-
formation
 the FBI had compiled on 
him. 
The files comprise 
700-900  pages 
of memos from agents around North 
America, print clippings about or by 
Edwards and copies of Edwards' 
speeches.
 
Edwards attended SJSU from 
1960 to 1964 and taught 
here from 
1966 
to 1968. During that time he 
became renowned as a 
militant  civil 
rights leader and organized an un-
Attorney
 
General 
run-off; 
two
 
candidates
 vie 
for 
job 
By Dave Murphy 
The A.S. attorney general's office 
is being contested today and 
tomorrow as Al Jones and Ron 
Stevens vie for that position in a run-
off election. 
Polls  will be open from 8:30 a.m. 
to 8:30 p.m.
 both days, and are 
located south of the Student Union, 
on Seventh Street outside the recital 
hall entrance and in the S.U. Plaza. 
A student I.D. must be presented 
to 
vote. 
The only major difference bet-
ween the two candidates is their 
attitudes on whether or not the at-
torney 
general should be non-
partisan. 
Jones, a member of the Student 
Independent Party
 (the same party 
as A.S. 
President-elect  Steve 
Wright),
 said
 the 
attorney  
general
 
needs to "become more actively 
involved within the government it-
self." 
He said during John Rico's presi-
dential administration, and at the 
beginning of James Ferguson's. 
there
 were conflicts between the 
attorney general and the president
 
which 
hurt student government's 
effectiveness.
 
"There was 
no effective unity 
between the two," Jones
 said. 
Non-partisan 
candidate  
Stevenson disagreed, 
saying  the 
attorney general
 should be non-
partisan 
because that would avoid
 
political  clashes between him and 
others in student 
government.  
Both candidates
 however, pretty 
much agree about what duties
 the 
attorney general 
should  perform. 
"I 
think the attorney general 
should 
act  as a liaison between 
students and
 faculty, students 
and  
the 
administration  and 
students  and 
the student
 body government," 
Ron 
Stevenson
 
Stevenson said. 
He said the
 attorney 
general 
should 
lobby on 
bills affecting
 
students,
 such as the
 bill in the 
state  
assembly  which
 would ban 
student  
discrimination
 
in housing.
 
Stevenson said 
he
 plans to set 
up
 
a student 
survival  kit, 
which  would 
include
 a list 
of
 students' 
rights, 
examples 
of
 problems 
facing 
students,
 courses 
of action 
for 
students  to 
solve
 their problems
 and 
names 
and  phone 
numbers  of 
per-
sons
 to contact
 for help 
with  par-
ticular 
problems.  
Stevenson  also
 said he 
would  try 
to come up 
with a solution
 to the 
administrative  "F" 
problem, where 
students get a 
failing grade 
in a 
class for 
failing to officially
 with-
draw 
from it in the 
Office of 
Records.  
"I don't believe
 a student should 
be punished 
academically  for 
that,"
 
Stevenson 
said. "How can you 
give 
them
 an 'F' if they 
don't  do any-
thing?" 
He said instead 
he would try to 
Al Jones 
have some other kind of 
"motivator," such as a small fine, to 
get students to officially drop from 
their  classes. 
Jones said he would like to see the 
title "attorney general" changed
 to 
something that more accurately 
described the duties of the job, such 
as "student advocate." 
"The student advocate would be 
more like a quasi -Ralph Nader," 
Jones
 said, adding that the person in 
that role would "go to bat" for 
students and their rights. 
He 
said his background makes 
him qualified for the job.
 Jones 
worked for A.S. this 
year  as an 
executive assistant to Ferguson. 
Jones also 
has served
 on the 
Academic 
Fairness 
Committee,
 the 
Student 
Grievance  
Committee,  the 
Black 
Awareness  Week
 committee
 
and the
 Concerned
 Black 
Students, 
Faculty  and 
Staff.  
Stevenson
 is 
president  and
 
founder of 
Alpha Tau 
Omega 
fraternity
 and a 
member  of the 
YMCA's  Big 
Brother 
program.
 
A.S.
 
elections
 
'not 
exciting',
 
say
 
three  former 
candidates
 
By Gary 
Morse  
As three former candidates
 for 
executive positions
 in student 
government
 see it, this year's A.S. 
presidential  election won't be 
recorded as one of the most exciting 
In 
SJSU
 
history.
 
It was an election without many 
important issues 
or much excite-
ment, according to Maria Fuentes, 
Third World 
Coalition -Progressive 
Slate 
(TWC-PS),  
presidential
 
candidate  in 
1975 and 1976,
 Trish 
McGraw, 
1976 
presidential
 can-
didate, 
and Steve 
Iverson, 
vice 
presidential
 choice 
on the 1976
 
Young 
Socialist  Alliance
 ( YSA ) 
ticket. 
"It was 
very, very low 
key," 
McGraw, a 
graduate business
 
student, said. 
The
 student body in general
 is 
becoming  increasingly 
apathetic
 
toward 
student government
 and A.S. 
elections,
 she said.
 
"And to 
typify  that, you have the 
major  candidates 
just  kind of gliding 
by, hoping they'll slide in," she 
added. 
McGraw lost 
to
 A.S. President 
James Ferguson in last 
year's  run-
off election by a vote of 1,145 to 1,069, 
after leading five other slates
 in the 
general election. 
She said there was little com-
petition or 
campaigning  between 
Steve Wright or Nathan Price, 
although Wright, the president-
elect. did work hard in the last few 
days. 
As well, there were few issues 
pushed by either Wright or Price, 
according to McGraw, who said she 
didn't run for office because she 
wanted to analyze the elections 
and 
student government "from the 
out-
side."
 
Wright 
did "put 
something  
forth" by raising the campus 
park-
ing situation as a problem, 
she said, 
while Price did little more than cam-
paign on "I'm a good guy ap-
proach." Collectively, however, 
they left students unsure of what 
A.S.
 would try to do if 
either were 
elected.
 
Fuentes 
also said she 
was  disap-
pointed by the 
lack of electoral in-
terest  and controversy. 
Part of the problem,
 she said, 
could have 
been
 caused by little 
choice for the
 voters. 
"From  what I know 
of Nathan 
Price and 
Steve  Wright, there 
doesn't seem to 
be much of a dif-
ference," she
 said. 
Fuentes, 
a history 
senior
 who 
expects
 to graduate in May.
 said the 
election may 
have also failed to 
generate student
 interest because 
there were not 
strong
 campaign 
issues. 
She said some of the same issues 
supported by the TWC-PS, which 
last year changed its name to the 
Third World Progressive Coalition, 
still exist within the Student In-
dependent Party, but they weren't 
expressed as strongly during the 
campaign. 
(Continued on page 3) 
harassment
 
by
 
FBI  
successful boycott 
of the 1968 
Olympic Games in Mexico City. 
FBI 
Special
 agent in San Fran-
cisco
 Frank Perrone said he isn't 
sure why the FBI has such an exten-
sive file 
on Edwards. 
"It 
might  be because of the black -
fisted notoriety in 1968, I don't 
know," 
he said. "Because you have 
a file  on 
someone  doesn't mean 
your're 
investigating  him." 
However information in the file 
contradicts statements made by 
former San Jose special agent Bill 
Kidwell in 1968 about FBI 
involve-
ment in following Edwards' ac-
tivities.  
The FBI spokesman 
was  quoted 
in the 
Spartan Daily in 1968 as say-
ing allegations that the FBI had ap-
proached a student and asked the 
student to provide notes on Ed-
wards' class lectures were "out- 
lines.
 
rageous."  
"There must 
be a misunder-
standing 
to say we had enlisted ser-
vices of a student to 
spy  on a profes-
sor," Kidwell was 
quoted in the 
Spartan  Daily. 
Kidwell said 
it was "in-
conceivable" 
that the FBI was 
sitting in on Edwards' classes. 
Yet the files show 
on
 April of that 
year a 
memo  to the director of the 
FBI read, "deletion)  sent
 
(deletion) 
information
 concerning 
inflammatory 
comments that 
Professor 
HARRY  EDWARDS, San 
Jose State College, had 
made  in one 
of his Sociology 
classes
 during the 
present semester." 
Perrone 
said last week, "In 
reviewing the
 information available 
to me I found nothing along 
those 
Assault  renews 
ISA feud 
"If that's
 what it 
(memo) 
says
 
I'm 
not going 
to 
comment
 
beyond
 
that,"
 he 
added.  
Perrone
 would
 not say
 what 
in-
formation
 
was  
available
 to 
him.  
Edwards'
 
attorney,
 
Howard  
Moore,  
said  
the
 files 
indicate
 the 
FBI 
has 
copies
 of 
Edwards'
 
personal
 
and  
professional
 records
 from 
SJSU. 
as well 
as
 his 
health  
record.
 
Though
 
he 
said he 
suspects 
some of 
the file 
information
 
was 
gathered
 
illegally.  
Moore  
said,
 "It's 
premature
 to talk 
about
 lawsuits."
 
"We
 have 
an
 appeal 
pending 
with 
the 
FBI 
and  CIA 
for other
 docu-
ments."
 he 
said.  
Moore  
said
 he is 
also  filing
 to gain 
access  to 
the 
information,
 such 
as
 
sources'  
names,
 that 
has 
been  
deleted
 by the 
FBI in 
the files 
sent to 
(Continued
 
on
 page
 5) 
Iranian
 clash 
resurfaces  
By David Wilhnan 
An intense rivalry between two 
Iranian nationalist groups re-
surfaced recently when 15 campus 
members of the Iranian Students As-
sociation (ISA) delayed the start of a 
human rights forum in the Student 
Union.  
Following the forum, an assault 
on a representative of the Com-
mittee for Artistic
 and Intellectual 
Freedom in Iran 
(CAIFI) 
ensued, 
causing University Police to in-
tervene.  
Three witnesses have since said 
the attack was made by some of the 
same ISA members who 
delayed the 
forum for 30 minutes. 
An ISA spokesman,
 however, 
denied any ISA involvement in the 
violence. The spokesman identified 
himself 
as the defense and inter-
nifforia1
 eelifiatis -secretary Of the 
ISA-United States of San 
Jose
 fac-
tion. 
Although the disruption
 in the 
Union was the most recent
 ISA-
CAIFI conflict, it certainly was not 
the first. 
A hostile atmosphere between the 
two groups culminated last spring 
when a CAIFI speaker was advised 
not to come to SJSU because San 
Jose Police had received a threat 
against his life. 
However, former anti -war figure 
Daniel Ellsberg did speak at that 
function, but was virtually shouted 
down by protesting members of the 
ISA. 
Ellsberg has spoken many 
times 
in support of CAIFI and against 
oppressive Iranian policies. 
ISA leaders are convinced that 
CAIFI is merely a mouthpiece or-
ganization for the shah of Iran. The 
ISA secretary said CAIFI is overly -
neutral, and does not take an anti-
shakposition. 

 
'He 
added
 that CAME through 15 
literature and lectures, depicts the 
shah's regime as immense and in-
surmountable. 
"The CAIFI people are interested 
Let
 
grnr
 
10 
IRANIAN
 
OlITICAL
 
PRISONER
 
00 
1 1J 
in begging the regime," he 
said. 
"They don't 
show  the struggle which 
does exist in Iran." 
A different story is 
told
 by Kia, 
the CAIFI speaker who received 
blows to 
the head and  spit on his face 
shortly after the human
 rights 
forum  in the Union. 
He said that by 
using violent and 
disruptive techniques. the ISA ac-
tually is assisting the shah. 
"The only benefit in disrupting 
CAIFI is 
helping the shah and 
SAVAK (the Iranian secret police), 
he said. 
Like the 
ISA spokesman, Kia 
would not 
release
 his full name be-
cause of a fear of possible reprisals 
from SAVAK agents. The shah has 
admitted that SAVAK agents are in 
the U.S. spying 
on Iranian students. 
The immediate task 
of CAIFI is 
j 
inform
 
the 
American  people of 
elictatorial  
practices  in 
Iran. ac-
cording to Kia. This 
includes 
reporting  the 100,000 purported 
political
 prisoners
 in Iran. 
(continued  on 
page 5) 
Lawyer Nancy 
Hormochea
 addresses a crowd
 of 75 persons 
in 
the S U Ballroom 
Sunday  night 
Hormochea
 toured Iran 
in 
1,11Ii
 
February, and
 reported her 
observations  in an 
Iranian Students
 
Association
-sponsored 
program 
President-elect
 to 
request
 
$7,000 
for
 next year's
 Daily 
A.S 
President-elect
 Steve 
Wright  
said 
he
 plans to appear
 before the 
A.S. 
Council
 tomorrow 
and request 
that 
the student 
government  
allo-
cate about 
87,000  for the 
Spartan 
Daily.
 
Wright
 said that with that 
money  
the 
Daily  would be 
able to 
publish
 
five days 
per week next 
semester. 
However, 
Daily 
Advertising  
Adviser 
Clyde 
Lawrence 
said 
yesterday 
that even with 
the $7,000. 
it was 
uncertain  
whether 
or not the
 
newspaper
 would be able to 
publish
 
every 
day.
 
The Daily was budgeted $41.000 
from the A.S. in this year's 
budget.  
and Lawrence had requested 
133,050  
from the 
student
 government for 
next 
year.  
However,  the A.S. budget 
com-
mittee  decided the 
paper  did not 
need  the 
money
 for 1977-78,
 so it 
decided
 to allocate
 no money 
for the 
Daily  next 
year.
 
The council
 also gave 
tentative 
approval
 to most 
of
 the items on 
the 
budget  last 
Wednesday.
 including
 
the 
elimination  of 
funding for
 the 
Daily.
 
Wright, a former reporter and 
editor for 
the Daily, said he felt the 
newspaper  could get by with 87.000 
from
 the A.S. if it also 
gets  an antici-
pated $17,000 in 
Instructionally 
Related Activity ( IRA ) money from 
the state. 
He added that he thinks the news-
paper can
 publish every day with 
those two funding sources and an 
anticipated savings in costs because 
the
 newspaper plans to have its own 
in-house typesetting equipment next 
year. 
Lawrence said he was uncertain 
if that money would be enough. be-
cause
 he will not 
know  how much 
the 
printing costs 
will be until 
summer
 
when he receives bids
 from various 
printing companies.
 
In
 addition, Lawrence
 said it 
would be a "gamble"
 to include the 
IRA funding
 in the budget because 
it
 
is
 not definite that 
the newspaper 
will receive that money. 
Wright 
would  not say 
how
 the 
$7,000 would 
be obtained, but 
Council 
Finance 
Officer  Steve 
Madwin 
said  
the 
money 
probably
 would
 come
 
from 
the 
A.S.
 general
 fund 
after 
this
 
fiscal 
year
 ( which
 ends 
June  30). 
He
 said 
the 
amount
 which
 the
 
Daily  
will
 
receive
 is 
dependent
 
upon 
how 
much
 it 
needs  
after 
the 
printing
 
bids 
come 
in. 
Since  
the 
Daily's
 
proposed
 
87.000
 
would
 
come
 
from 
the 
general
 
fund,  
Madwin
 
said  
the 
Daily 
would
 
not  
need  
to 
be 
a 
part  
of 
next
 
year's
 
A.S.  
budget.
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Children's
 rights
 do 
not  
exist
 
for 
this
 war
-wise 
mother
 
By Carol
 Sarasohn 
"I think the 
paper  was 
justified
 in 
running  a 
page
 one story 
concerning 
the 
Supreme  
Court's
 ruling 
allowing  
teachers to 
spank 
school
 children.
 
There's 
a lot of 
interest
 in 
children's
 
rights."
  Larry
 Jinks, 
San Jose 
Mercury
-News 
executive 
editor. 
responding  
to
 questions
 at the 
Sigma  
Delta Chi
 Deadline 
Dinner. 
Little 
did I know
 that 
telling  my 
four
 children 
about  Jinks' 
comments  
would  set 
off a 
furor in 
our 
household.
 
"Children's
 rights,"
 I 
laughed
 
uproariously.  
Have you 
ever heard
 
Carol Sarasohn is 
a Spartan 
Daily staff writer. 
of 
anything  so ridiculous?"
 I asked 
my husband,
 unfortunately 
in the 
presence
 of my children.
 
The next
 morning I woke, 
my 
usual
 fuzzy -minded 
self, just 
barely 
able to remember
 my name, 
to discover that
 all four of 
my
 
children  (and I use this term 
loosely  
 monsters would 
be
 more like it) 
carrying  signs which read "Down
 
with the Oppressors." 
They
 were chanting "We want 
justice" and my youngest, age 
seven, was 
singing  in a plaintive off-
key voice "We Shall Overcome." 
She stopped singing long enough 
to ask me how I liked the new 
song  
she had learned and then shoved a 
list of demands
 not requests. mind 
you  under my nose. 
"This is outrageous," I shouted. 
"I'm not going
 to read this list." I 
defiantly shredded the paper
 into 100 
pieces and tossed 
them into the air. 
"You shouldn't have 
done  that. 
Mom." 
my 13 -year
-old said. 
"Now
 
you'll
 have to clean up the 
mess."  
I struggled to get out of bed  
mayhem 
on
 my mind, but the kids 
knew 
they were safe. 
I'm not 
coordinated enough
 in the morning 
to chase anyone around the house. 
"Since you tore up 
the list. I'll tell 
you 
what  we want," my 
14
-year -old 
said. 
"We want french toast or 
pan-
cakes every 
morning for breakfast. 
We want you to 
clean the house 
better. You 
haven't  cleaned the 
oven 
since 
the Nixon administration.
 We 
want something besides 
ham-
burgers and 
spaghetti
 for dinner. 
And if you're 
going  to stay up late 
folding up clothes 
you'll  have to 
drink more coffee to stay awake.
 
"You're mixing up everyone's 
underwear
 when you put it 
away,"  
he concluded. 
Is that all?"
 I asked. 
"That's all for now," they War-
ned, as they 
goose-stepped  out of the 
bedroom.  
"Aren't  you 
going to put a stop to 
this nonsense?" I asked my 
husband, who was calmly getting 
dressed.  
My husband is the sort of person 
who would have
 remained calm 
during  the London blitz. But 
surely  
there 
were limits to his patience. 
"The kids are just 
having fun," 
he 
chuckled.  "Besides, it 
would  be 
nice  to have french 
toast for break-
fast." he 
said, with a 
faraway
 look in 
his eyes.
 
"And as 
far as the 
oven  is con-
cerned."
 he added.
 "I don't 
think  my 
mother
 believes 
me when I 
tell her 
we 
have  the only 
black enamel
 oven 
in town."
 
The 
next  
morning  I 
rose 
at
 6 to 
orertare breakfast. 
Comment
 
"What's that awful smell?" my 
family
 asked, choking back tears. 
"Not to worry," I said soothingly. 
"It's just 
ammonia  soaking in the 
oven so lean clean it later." 
- 
I served everyone
 a delicious 
breakfast  or rather it looked 
delicious. Unfortunately I over -
salted the french toast batter. 
"How careless 
of me," I said, 
efficiently whisking the uneaten food 
off the table. 
"By the way," 
my
 15 -year-old son 
asked, 
"How  come 
you  tied our 
socks 
together  in one 
long  string? It 
took me a 
half-hour to  get 
the knots 
out." 
"I 
wanted
 toiteep
 all 
your 
socks  
together."
 I said 
innocently.
 
"What  
are
 we 
having  
for 
din-
ner?"  
my
 
husband
 
asked,  
visions  
of 
beef 
stroganoff
 
dancing
 in 
his 
head.  
"Beef  liver and onions," I said. 
A peculiar green
 pallor
 
came to 
everyone's  face as they trooped 
disconsolately off to 
work and 
school, stomachs audibly growling. 
The 
Plowing  
morning I 
woke  at 
9.30 
and' 
iced
 
around 
wondering
 to 
where
 
everyone
 had
 
disappeared.
 
I called 
my husband at 
work and 
he explained, "The 
kids decided you 
were 
overworking and didn't 
want
 to 
wake 
you up." 
"How sweet
 of them," I 
said,  
with just a 
hint  of smug 
satisfaction  
in my 
voice. 
"I 
think I'll make 
beef  stroganoff 
for 
dinner."  My 
family  deserves
 the 
best.  
Other  
ideas  
Attorney  general
 
candidates
 
make 
election  
statements
 
Editor's note: The Spartan Daily is 
giving the two attorney 
general
 run-
off candidates space to express 
their  
views. 
They
 have been limited to 10 
column
 inches apiece. 
The A.S. attorney general must 
have an open dialogue with students. 
faculty, and the administration. I 
feel that my experience in student 
government the last two
 years has 
given me some insights into the 
function of student government,
 in 
its  relations with the city, the 
federal
 
government, and 
the university 
administration. 
My 
observation  of 
student
 
government,  is that 
for
 the past few 
years there has 
been  many political 
battles between the 
executives and 
the attorney general. 
The executive 
level of student 
government must be united
 for it to 
be effective. If the 
A.S. president 
cannot  work with the 
attorney
 
general or vice
 versa, the students, 
in the 
final analysis, are 
the  ones 
being hurt. 
The 
students  should be 
the main 
concern of all student
 officers, no 
matter 
what
 political affiliation. 
Somebody
 once 
said
 that -A 
house 
divided
 against itself 
cannot  
stand." When the 
leadership
 of the 
association is 
divided,  the effective-
ness  of student 
government
 becomes 
nil, and students 
at large become 
turned off 
toward
 student govern-
ment 
because  of the 
petty
 power 
politics student
 government 
officers 
have
 played in the past
 I feel that 
the 
association
 has a 
greater 
responsibility to 
students
 
other  
than 
engaging in dirty 
politics. 
The 
attorney  
general's  
position 
must  be 
part
 of the 
executive
 branch
 
of
 the A.S. 
government.
 With 
your
 
vote,  
and your 
help, we can
 trans-
form 
this
 invisible
 office 
into
 an 
active,
 respected,
 dynamic
 and open 
position  that 
all students
 can look
 to 
with pride. 
Al 
Jones  
Attorney 
General 
candidate  
* * * * * * * * 
The Associated 
Students  elec-
tions are over. 
except
 
the  race 
for 
attorney general. 
The Student In-
dependent
 Party has captured the 
executive branch and the 
University 
Students Party dominates
 the 
legislative branch. 
As
 an in-
dependent,  I feel my 
non-partisan-
ship 
will  allow me to 
effectively
 
communicate 
and work with both
 
campus political parties. 
I believe the attorney
 general 
should be an 
individual who is 
in-
dependent from the
 campus political 
parties; so as to 
be in a position to 
judge 
fairly  all issues and 
concerns 
brought before
 the attorney 
general
 
for 
consideration.
 
For  the attorney 
general
 to be 
effective 
requires  more 
than
 good 
intentions.
 Students 
must be aware 
of
 who the 
attorney  
general
 is. 
where
 the office is 
located,
 what the 
attorney
 general's
 function 
; are, 
and how 
the attorney general can 
help you if you are encountering 
academic
 difficulties,
 
In previous
 years, 
students
 have 
not been 
informed of the 
attorney 
general's
 
position.
 
To 
inform
 students
 of 
their 
academic rights
 and respon-
sibilities, and how to 
effectively:  deal 
with academic problems, I propose
 
to write and 
publish for mass 
distribution, 
an "Academic 
Survival
 
Kit." 
This kit will hopefully 
contain 
much 
of
 the needed academic 
in-
formation
 and advice students 
require,  plus where students 
can  
reach the attorney 
general for 
further assistance. 
This "Academic Survival 
Kit"  
will not have all the answers, yet it 
will 
provide  students with the 
necessary information to 
take  those 
first crucial steps in 
resolving  
academic
 dilemmas. 
In conclusion, I wish to stress my 
independence from political parties, 
and lam willing to take the initiative 
to inform students of their rights and 
a course of action available to them 
through the "Academic
 Survival 
Kit" lam proposing.  
If given the opportunity to 
serve;  
as attorney
 general and with 
the: 
help and support of fellow students. 
believe that I can strive to achieve 
these
 goals. Please be sure to vote 
Tuesday and Wednesday. 
Ron 
Stevenson  
Attorney
 General 
candidate  
ISA should work in 
the 
system
 
rather than stifle 
others'
 ideas 
By Steve Dubs 
The Iranian
 Students Association 
(ISA) is at it again. Once inure, they 
have tried 
to
 prevent a person from 
presenting his views becaus.44seir 
views
 did not concur 
wi&  the 
speaser
 
S. 
On April ts, a spokesperson for
 
the Committee for Intellectual and 
Artistic 
Freedom  in 
Iran
 (CIAF1) 
Steve 
Dulas 
is a 
Spartan
 Daily
 
sports
 
writer.
 
spoke 
to a group in the 
S.0 
Costanoan  Room. The 
ISA felt that 
since he is 
a representative 
of the 
Shah of It an's views, he 
should not 
be allowed to speak 
(Comment 
This type 
of thing is not new. 
Last 
semester, the 
ISA tried to stifle 
All 
Fargham's  radio 
show  on KSJS. 
Fargham's 
show  consisted 
of 
Persian music, poetry
 and history. 
The ISA 
hollered out. saying 
Fargham was an agent of the shah. 
The group went 
so
 far as to try and 
keep 
Fargham  bottled up 
inside  the 
building. And all 
because
 this small 
Letters
 
Bible
 
bolsters
 
sunshine
 
girl  
Editsr
 
Patricia Escobedo's comment
 on 
Anita Bryant's stand against 
homo-
sexuality shows a real lack 
of un-
derstanding
 the issues and facts 
involved. 
Anita Bryant is a 
Christian, and 
hence believes in the 
absolutes laid 
down in 
the Bible. One of these 
absolutes is "You
 shall not lie with a 
male as with a 
female. It is an 
abomination." 
( Leviticus 18:22, 
New 
American  Standard 
Bible ) 
Escobedo
 stated that 
Anita 
Bryant 
"has  attempted to tear down 
the ideas and principles
 that this 
country  has been built upon 
by
 using 
the Bible and its 
nebulous  quotes as 
her weapon." 
How  
"nebulous"  is that Biblical 
passage? How many 
people  realize 
that "the ideas and principles that 
this 
country  has been built upon"
 
have come from 
the Bible? The 
Declaration of 
Independence
 is a 
good example. 
What Anita 
Bryant is really 
fighting against is allowing homo-
sexuals to teach in public schools. 
Since the 
Metropolitan
 Dade County 
Commission passed its anti -dis-
crimination 
ordinance,  several 
homosexuals have applied to the 
local
 school board for employment. 
Since 
heterosexuality  is the norm 
in society, how many 
heterosexual 
parents 
would  want their child 
in
 a 
public 
classroom, especially
 in 
elementary
 school, that was taught 
by a 
homosexual  instructor' 
It is possible to foster 
a gay" 
environment 
(through
 
ne 
overt
 
attempt by the gay 
teacher ) where a 
small percentage 
of
 children might 
be 
directed toward 
homosexual 
behavior  simply by 
the presence of 
the homosexual
 teacher as 
a role 
model 
On a 
David  
Hartman  
talk 
show,  
Anita 
Bryant 
stated 
"Homosex-
uality  is 
an 
abnormal  
sexual 
practice,
 and 
I 
don't  
want
 my 
children
 
thinking  it 
is the 
norm."  
Is 
that
 really a 
"witch hunt"
 
Bill 
Schworer  
Business  
Management  
junior
 
Greek
 
image  
not
 
deserved
 
Editor:
 
I was 
very  irritated 
to see the 
headlines 
"Games, 
drinking
 up-
coming" on 
an otherwise well
-writ-
ten 
article
 about the 
upcoming 
Spartan Week.
 
Spartan 
Week  promises 
to be a 
fun week of activities in 
an attempt 
to unite the 
sororities, 
fraternities  
(Greeks)
 and dormies 
while raising 
money for
 a good cause. 
The activities 
include  pool and 
table -tennis tournaments,
 frisbee 
tossing, tug -o
-war,  sack races, 
six -
legged race, balloon toss, 
"the bat" 
relay, VW stuffing,
 pyramid 
building,
 earthball, beverage 
chugging, a 
spaghetti feed, two 
parties, a raffle and a dance in the 
dining commons. 
Please
 note that any
 "drinking" 
is obviously of 
minor  significance in 
Spartan 
Week and 
definitely  does 
not deserve to 
be included in the 
headline. 
It
 is unfair to 
naturally
 
associate Greeks with 
drinking.  
I would just like to set the record 
straight and let 
everyone  know that 
drinking is a 
very insignificant 
part
 
of Spartan Week. Why 
don't you let 
everyone know about the good things 
Greeks do? 
Kathy 
Mohair  
Economies graduate student 
Gamma Phi Beta Sorority member
 
Moral 
limits
 
can 
change
 
Editor:
 
Mr. Fish,
 regarding your 
letter
 of 
April 21, I, for 
one,  have noted your
 
apology,  and thank 
you for it. 
However, 
two  points have need for
 
discussion.
 
The first 
concerns your
 
statement of morality. I feel 
that  
what is  
moral or immoral
 is a 
matter of opinion and
 opinion is 
subject to change. After all, 
working  
on the Sabbath
 used to be thought of 
as immoral, as did eating meat on 
Friday. Also, in 
case
 you mastur-
bate from time to 
time, remember, 
it can cause blindness. 
Point 
two concerns your 
statement "Deviations 
from normal 
human sexuality may 
cause serious 
psychological as well as emotional
 
problems.' ' I would counter 
this
 with 
my own statement: Prejudices
 and 
non-acceptence of differences 
causes psychological as well 
as 
emotional problems,  an attitude 
which your letter conveys. 
Steve  DeLory 
Music senior 
Anti
-gays
 
endanger  
all 
Editor: 
Florida
 has its Anita Bryant, and 
SJSU has Kevin Fish Both focused 
attention an the gay 
community,  
albeit with
 results other than they 
expected 
The 
negative  responses Mr.  
Fish's  letter generated shows that 
there are still some people who 
believe in those old, trite 
American
 
ideals of free expression. liberty
 of 
thought, and freedom from op 
pfession. 
Even the Daily has thought the 
issues important
 enough to devote 
more space to gay related news. 
I was particularly impressed 
with the article
 by Patricia 
Escobedo. The issue is, 
as Escobedo 
emphasized,
 human rights, not gay 
rights. 
Individuals  like 
Bryant  and 
Fish 
seem to 
have ignored 
an
 important 
historical 
lesson.  If one 
group
 can be 
deprived
 of civil liberties
 because of 
sexual  
preference,
 or religion, 
race.  
or 
sex,  it 
becomes
 easier 
to find 
reasons to 
chip away at 
everyone's 
rights. 
"If one of us is not free, then none 
of us are free." The 
days
 of the 
pillory, concentration camps and 
relocation centers are 
past.  Let's 
keep 
them there! 
Vince 
Beranlini 
Political Science senior 
Editor, Spartan Gaily 
Spartan 
Daily  
Serving
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group  did not like one 
person's  
views.  
What 
the ISA is trying to do 
is 
abridge
 one person's right of 
free 
speech because they 
do not  want to 
hear the speaker They 
feel one 
person's ideas can keep
 up the 
conditions in Iran to which the ISA 
is 
opposed.  
Freedom of 
speech is 
something  
guaranteed 
everyone 
by the Con-
stitution,  
regardless
 of the 
content.  
As an 
example,  the 
American  
Nazi
 
Party  keeps 
publishing  
information  
which 
is admittedly
 racist and 
white  
supremacist.
 Yet they 
have  not been 
stopped 
from
 publishing 
this 
material,
 even though
 a great 
nuniber of 
Americans
 are opposed
 to 
it. 
What gives 
this  one group 
the  
right to try 
and  silence 
someone
 who 
does not 
see things their 
way? 
If 
the ISA wants 
to denounce a 
person  or 
group,
 they should 
dolt the 
way 
everyone  else 
does:  stand up 
on
 
their soap box
 and holler as 
loud as 
they 
want.  This 
would
 not only serve
 
their 
needs. but 
might. add 
a bit of 
respectability
 to the group
 - that is, 
if they want 
respectability.
 
If they wish to draw
 from an 
example. they
 should look back to 
the radical groups in the mid and 
late 1960s. 
These  groups broke up 
because the 
organizers 
realized the 
way to get things done was to work
 
with the system, not against
 it. 
One of the most famous of these 
underground "drop -ups"
 is Tom 
Hayden, defeated last year in a U.S. 
Senate race. True. he lost, but he 
came a long way from the Students 
for a 
Democratic
 Society. 
In an incident
 related to the 
April  
15 
attempted
 speech 
blockage,
 the 
CIAFI speaker 
claimed he was 
jumped  and 
assaulted
 after his talk 
by some 
ISA 
members.
 
Violence. no matter who commits 
it, is not the way to solve 
problems. 
Violence only begets more of the 
same, and eventually the problem 
has gone 
from a shouting match to a 
small-scale
 war. 
Suppose the 
tables
 were turned 
and 
people
 started 
to shout
 tiowti
 
the  
ISA? 
What would 
their 
reaction
 he 
then? Could they 
stomach  the same 
treatment 
they now try to dish 
out?
 
The 
ball  is in their 
court now, . 
They have 
two  ways of 
taking  care 
of 
their problems. 
Work  
within  
the 
system 
and give others 
the 
rights
 
which they use to 
the 
limit,
 
or 
continue  on with 
their  current way 
of
 
doing things.
 Which 
makes  
more
 
sense?
 
Write
 
us 
The Spartan
 Daily encourages 
your
 
comments  
regarding
 editor.
 
ials, comments, 
news  
stories
 
or 
anything
 you 
might  
have 
on 
your
 
mind.  
Letters
 may be 
submitted
 
at 
the Daily office  
(JC 
208)
 
between
 
9 a.m. and
 5 
p.m. 
Monday
 
through  Friday
 or by 
mail.  
Ex
-candidates
 
blame lack 
of
 
interest
 
A.S.
 
races
 
said
 to be 
without
 
issues
 
(continued
 from 
page 
1) 
Another  
reason  for 
the 
lack 
of
 issues in 
the recent
 
election,
 she 
said,  is be-
cause 
less
 things 
are hap-
pening
 on campus 
now 
compared 
to during 
her  
two unsuccessful
 political 
bids. 
In the
 past, campus poli-
tical interest was 
heightened by such things 
as the Spartan Pub-Coors 
beer boycott. Fuentes 
finished a close second to 
John Rica in 1975 and third 
in last year's balloting.
 
Former vice presi-
dential candidate Iverson 
had 
little  doubt that im-
portant issues were 
ne-
glected in the recent elec-
tion. 
"I don't see any serious 
campaigning that 
deals 
with serious 
questions,"
 
Iverson,  interviewed be-
fore the election, 
said.  "I 
don't see anyone 
address-
ing the important questions
 
 there's 
no real issues." 
The campus
 parking 
situation was mentioned by 
candidates, he said,
 but 
added much 
more serious 
issues, 
such as the Bakke 
decision and the 
firing  of 
Maria  
Fuentes
 
Nancy
 Wey, art lecturer, 
were ignored. 
What is the political 
future for the three candi-
dates or their political 
parties? 
Iverson 
said  the YSA 
wasn't  
discouraged
 by 
their small showing
 last 
year,  46 votes, 
and  the 
party  would 
probably  run 
in the 
next  A.S. 
election.  
The 
YSA didn't cam-
paign this year because the 
organization  was busy with 
other activities, including 
the Bakke
 demonstration 
at Berkeley
 and running 
Iverson and a 
YSA slate for 
Trish McGraw
 
student government at 
San 
Jose City College. 
Iverson, a former 
history  major 
at
 SJSU, 
transfered  to SJCC 
as an 
air 
conditioning  and 
refrig-
eration 
major  because
 he 
thought
 it would be easier 
to find a job
 in that field. 
Fuentes said she has not 
been involved in campus 
politics this year because 
of 
family,  community and 
academic
 interests. She 
said she may become in-
volved in community poli-
tics after her graduation in 
May, if she 
feels  strongly 
( 
spartaguide
 
Ad
 Careers
 Day 
is 
today. 
Tickets cost 
85
 and 
are 
on sale in the 
Journal-
ism Building
 from 
10:30  
a.m. to 
noon. They 
will also 
be on 
sale
 in JC 
207  from 2 
to 4 
p.m. 
   
A 
bible  study 
will  be 
held at 
11:30  a.m. today in 
SD 
259.
 
   
The 
Irish Cultural
 
Association
 will meet 
at 
2:30 
p.m.  today in the 
S.U.
 
Guadalupe 
Room.  
   
A 
slide  show 
presenta-
tion, 
"A
 Bicycle 
Tour of 
Europe," 
will  be held 
at
 7 
tonight 
in the S.U. 
Umun-
hum 
Room.  
Admission
 is 
free. 
   
The Circle
 K will meet 
at 6 
tonight 
in the 
S.U.
 
Costanoan 
Room.  
.   
There 
will  be a 
lecture
 
"According
 to Fixed
 Law 
and not 
Arbitrary:
 The 
Home 
Efficiency
 Move-
ment,"
 by 
Carroll
 Purcell 
at 8 
p.m. tonight 
in the S.U. 
Almaden 
Room. 
Admission  
is free. 
   
A Bible 
study  and 
Christian 
Fellowship 
spon-
sored by 
the Baptist
 Stu-
dent 
Union 
meets  at 
11
 a.m. 
and 2 
p.m.  today 
in the S.U. 
Guadalupe
 
Room.  
   
Jim 
Lisec, 
personnel
 re-
presentative
 
from 
United  
Airlines  
will  
speak
 at 3 
p.m.
 today
 in BT 
50. 
   
The
 
Chicano
 
Pre -Law 
Association
 
will  
meet
 at 
3:30  p.m. 
tomorrow
 in MH 
526. 
   
Students
 
interested
 in 
a 
Catholics
 
Student 
Center
 
will 
meet  at 7 
p.m. 
tomor-
row  at 
the 
Campus  
Chris-
tian  
Center  
Chapel,
 
10th 
and  
San
 
Carlos
 
streets.  
 
 
 
 
All 
graduating
 
students  
interested
 
in
 
participating
 
in 
the  
seventh  
annual
 
Chi-
cano 
commencement
 cere-
monies  
should
 
apply 
no 
later
 than
 May
 15. 
Informa-
tion 
may
 be 
obtained
 
from 
the
 
E.O.P.  
office.
 
   
The  
Baha't
 
student
 
(Spartan
 
Dail
 
Serving  
the 
San  
Jaw
 
State  
Unsavory  
Comenursty
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Secord
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Card  
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Publeshers
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Press 
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Proton
 by
 
Sauter
 NuelPlaw 
Priithcatfam 
Inc 
CLOWN..
 
\Nia.   
forum 
will
 meet at 
7 p.m. 
tomorrow  
in the S.U.
 Mon-
talvo
 Room. 
  
. 
Assemblywoman
 Leona
 
Egeland,
 D-San Jose, will 
speak
 on the 
"Future  of 
Mental Health 
Programs in 
California" 
at Delta 
Tau  
Kappa  International 
Social
 
Science
 Honorary at 8 
p.m. 
Thursday in the S.U. Coun-
cil 
Chambers.
 
   
The movie, "Boys
 in the 
Band"
 will be shown
 at the 
next meeting
 of the 
Gay  
Students
 Union at 
7 p.m. 
Thursday. 
Steve Iverson 
about issues, but added she 
isn't politically 
ambitious.  
The
 TWC-PCS didn't 
run 
any  candidates this 
year, she said,
 because the 
other student 
activists  who 
made up 
the organization 
have also become more 
in-
volved in the community 
and in school
 work. 
She said the 
TWC-PS,  
Graduate 
students
 
fees due 
International students 
graduating with a BA or 
Master's 
degree this 
Spring or Summer 
who 
plan to continue 
regular
 
classes in the Fall must 
submit new applications 
with application
 fee by 
May 
15, to the Office of Ad-
missions.
 
Others who must turn
 in 
applications
 are per-
manent 
residents with 
international 
work
 or U.S. 
citizens with international 
work. 
the only campus
 political 
organization  to represent 
Chicanos,  will probably 
again become 
active when 
they are students with the 
interest and time to tackle 
important local problems. 
McGraw, meanwhile, 
said she thought she would 
always be involved in poli-
tics  whether on campus 
or off. 
And at the time of the 
interview, she even had 
fleeting second thoughts 
about not running for of-
fice. 
"I 
kind  of wish I had 
run," she said. "It would 
have given the
 election 
some spice." 
Strangled 
cat 
found dangling
 
on coed's door 
A S.W..; student re-
turned home from work 
Thursday to find 
her room-
mate's 
cat had been 
strangled. 
Clare 
Welsch,  a recrea-
tion senior, said that when 
she came up the steps of 
her 
Ninth Street apartment 
she saw the cat dangling 
from a rope on her front 
porch's doorknob. 
She stated she had no 
idea 
who  was responsible, 
but claimed she was living 
in the middle of a "very 
strange 
neighborhood."
 
When questioning her 
neighbors, Welsch said a 
man living two doors down 
from her told her that 
two  
of his three dogs have dis-
appeared and he seriously 
doubted they would merely 
run away. 
Welsch 
said she will 
stay 
at her current resi-
dence until this end of this 
semester, 
but  she added, 
"I'll be 
glad to get out of 
this madhouse." 
April 26, 1977, Page 3 
Odd  
wares 
for  
throat
 
Amidst a radiant noon hour sun, Conrad Santos
 and Tracy Macavy supervise the sale of their 
pleasure-providing 
wares  at a Seventh Street flea market The two are associated with Bong Tech, a 
newly formed
 enterprise which specializes in the production of cannabis -related paraphernalia 
According to 
numerous testimonials, the elongated bongs, when filled with the correct amount of 
water, ease throat tissue irritation which can often result from the ingestion of smoldering herbs 
FREE
 
AI-KA-SELTZER.
 
FORYOUR
 
EXTRA
 
CURRICULAR
 
On 
the  date listed below, we'll be giving away free samples of Alka-Seltzer on your 
campus. And that's not all. Four of the sample packs we're giving away 
will
 contain $25 
winning certificates good for a $25 prize (books or cash). So, it you're lucky we'll relieve a 
FIZZ FIZZ 
few financial
 pains as well. Only one prize awarded per person...prize value $25. No 
substitution of prizes permitted. Original prize ceitificate must accompany request to claim 
prize, and cannot be 
mechanically  reproduced. 4.  01% `.4 LaboTaIntio.i. 
e
DATE:
 4/26 
Tuesday 
4/30
 
Saturday
 
- 
TIME: 
8-10 AM 
LOCATION  
11
 12 
PM
 
Corner  7th 
ft San 
Carlos
 
SJSU 
National  Invitational 
Track 
Meet South Campus
 
P. 
April  26, 1977, 
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Unpredictable
 beat 
rocks crowd 
Washington's
 jazz
 
energetic  
By 
Boydine
 Hall 
From the
 time Grover
 
Washington 
ran down the 
ramp to the stage
 of the 
Circle 
Star  Theatre Satur-
day night, until he 
ran  off 
the stage, neither he nor 
the capacity crowd stopped 
rocking to the unpre-
dictable beat of 
jazz.  
Washington ener-
getically rocked back and 
forth, tapping his feet to the 
beat as he blew into his 
magical saxophone 
trans-
forming hot air into melo-
dious sounds. 
The funky tune
 entitled 
"Not 
Yet"  excited 
the 
crowd as 
they bounced 
in 
their
 seats 
even  harder 
than  they 
had 
bounced
 all 
evening.  When 
Washington 
shouted  
"You
 can 
clap
 
your 
hands 
ya'11"  the 
crowd
 went 
wild.  
Included  in 
Washing-
ton's 
group  was a 
string 
and horn section directed
 
by 
violinist John Blake.
 His 
composition,
 "Funk 
Food"  
was a 
fascinating  com-
bination 
of percussions,
 
cow bells, whistles
 and just 
plain old 
"funk."  
Washington
 really 
displayed
 his 
remarkable 
musical  
talents
 with 
"1770", a 
new and 
inno-
vative 
style  of 
chamber  
music. 
 . 
The violin, flute and 
horns 
dominated  
the 
beginning  
of the 
tune 
with
 
chimes 
and 
bells  
clinging  
in the 
background.
 
When 
Washington 
joined  in with 
his saxo-
phone. the 
mellow  blend 
of 
notes 
seemed as 
though 
they were 
lightly floating 
throughout  the 
Circle Star. 
He 
quickly
 finished
 with 
the 
old 
favorite  
"Mr.
 
Magic"
 and 
returned  to 
the 
stage  to 
"blow"
 some 
more 
of the 
tune  after 
receiving  a 
standing
 ovation.
 
Herbie 
Hancock 
per-
formed 
prior to 
Washing-
ton but it 
seemed
 hard to 
think of 
Hancock as 
a 
supporting
 act 
because
 he 
too, 
is one of 
the  great 
jazz  
musicians 
around 
today.
 
"Some
 people
 think 
it's 
an 
acoustic  
piano,"  
he said,
 
referring
 
to
 his 
instrument.
 
"It's
 
called
 a 
Yamaha  
Electric
 
Grand  
but  I 
think  
it'll
 do!" 
Hancock
 proved
 he 
could do 
much 
more  with 
his 
instrument  
than 
mak-
ing 
it do. 
Looking  
over
 his 
left 
shoulder,
 he was
 intent 
on 
getting
 the right
 sounds 
and 
smiled 
with 
delight  
when 
he knew he 
was 
sounding  
good. 
The audience
 especially 
liked "Gentle Toughts," 
written 
by Wawa 
Washing-
ton. 
Washington,  on 
guitar,
 
and Hancock,
 on electric 
piano, 
batted  sounds 
back
 
and forth 
trying to 
outdo 
each other.
 The 
musical  
sounds 
were  
delightfully
 
bizarre 
and the 
audience  
prodded
 them 
on enthu-
siastically.
 
Hancock
 played 
the 
mellow 
"Maiden
 
Voyage"
 
which
 slowed
 down 
the  fast 
pace.  
He
 ended
 
with  
"Headhunters."
 a 
mixture 
of unusual
 sounds 
made 
by
 
a 
synthesizer.
 
Even 
though 
Washing-
ton 
played
 
about  40 
minutes
 and 
Hancock
 
played 
a little 
over 
40 
minutes,
 the 
only 
com-
plaint
 is 
that
 the 
show  
"seemed"  
too short.
 But 
that 
is always 
the case 
with 
good 
musicians.
 
Check
 
bounces
 in 
casino
 
By Sue 
Briley  
The 
attempted
 
swind-
ling by 
a few gamblers
 with 
their 
eye on 
the main
 
chance
 was 
the only
 epi-
sode 
to mar 
an 
otherwise
 
fun
 evening,
 and 
not even 
that 
was  
enough
 to 
dampen
 
the 
spirits 
of 
most  of 
the 
crowd
 at 
Casino
 
Night  
Thursday
 in 
the 
Dining  
Commons.
 
Casino  
Night,
 
sponsored
 
by 
RHAC  
(Residents  
Hall
 
Electric
 
poet
 to read 
The electronic poet 
William Sylvester will ap-
pear tomorrow evening at 
8:30 in a public reading of 
his 
works in Dudley Moor-
head Hall, Room 150, as 
part of 
the continuing 
campus 
poetry series. 
Sylvester, former 
director of the Electronic
 
Poetry 
Workshop  in Buf-
falo, N.Y., is the 
ninth poet 
to appear in the
 SJSU 
Contemporary
 American 
Poetry  Festival. 
Sylvester's works have
 
been 
published  in 
the 
"Western Humanities
 
Review," "Poetry,"
 "Chel-
sea," 
"Iowa  Review" 
and 
"Commonweal."  A 
recent  
collection
 of his poems
 has 
been 
published  
entitled,
 
"Curses, 
Omens  and 
Pray-
ers." 
Currently
 Sylvester is 
an instructor
 at the State 
University
 of  New 
York  at 
Buffalo,  
where  the 
Elec-
tronic 
Poetry  
Workshop
 is 
based.
 Under his 
direction, 
the  
workshop's  
experi-
ments 
have been 
with  com-
puter -assisted 
poetry  com-
position.
 
The SJSU Con-
temporary 
American 
Poetry Festival
 under 
which Sylvester 
appears  is 
sponsored by SJSU,
 the 
Fine
 Arts Commission
 of 
San Jose, the 
Office  of Con-
tinuing Education
 and As-
sociated Students. 
Following Sylvester in 
the continuing weekly 
series will be Marilyn 
Hacker, who won the 
National Book
 Award for 
Poetry in 1975. Hacker will 
appear at a public reading 
May 4, 1977. 
For further infor-
mation, contact the SJSU 
Office of Continuing Edu-
cation, 277-2182. 
Karate 
exhibit  
smashing  
By Mark Cockel 
Bricks were smashed 
and boards splintered dur-
ing an 
exhibition
 of Choi's 
Tae 
Kwon  Do in the S.U. 
Ballroom Friday after-
noon. 
Choi's Tae Kwon Do is 
the Japanese style of 
karate, which was pre-
sented as part of the Asian -
American Spring 
Festival.  
Seven of the best black 
belt karate experts in the 
Santa Clara Valley partici-
pated in the half hour long 
performance. 
The exhibition began 
with a series of warm-up 
exercises, and then a few 
moments of meditation
 by 
the karate experts. 
"Karate is 50 per cent 
mental and 50 per cent phy-
sical,"
 said Bruce Peter-
son, one of the seven karate 
masters who instructs at a 
local 
studio.
 
"The purpose for break-
ing bricks is to develop
 the 
mind over matter," Peter-
son said at the beginning of 
the performance. 
One of the 
most spec-
tacular feats of the exhibi-
tion was performed by U.S. 
Karate  Grand Champion 
Erene Reyes,
 who after a 
moment of meditation, 
turned a pile of six bricks 
into rubble with a single 
blow.
 
But breaking six
 bricks 
is not a great feat for 
Reyes. "I've seen him 
break seven," said Peter-
son after the show. 
The  most 
difficult
 break 
of 
the afternoon
 was per-
formed 
by
 Dan 
Choi,  a 
karate 
master of 
the 
seventh 
dan,  noted 
Peter-
son. 
Choi  took two
 bricks in 
his left 
hand and 
after a 
moment  
of 
meditation
 
smashed  
them
 in 
mid-air  
, 
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Reyes is 
seen
 here 
during
 a karate 
exhibition 
Friday  In the 
S.0  Ballroom 
displaying 
one of the 
talents  which 
made him 
U S. 
karate grand
 champion.
 The 
performance  
was  part of 
the Asian-
American 
Spring 
Festival.  
with his right. 
It takes more 
power  and 
concentration 
to break 
bricks  in the air than lying 
still, 
said  Peterson. 
Another 
spectacular  
moment  in the 
show  came 
after 
Reyes  had fellow 
black 
belts  Tony Thompson 
and 
Doug Weaver 
each 
hold the end of an inch 
thick board at 
shoulder 
height.
 
Reyes 
stepped
 back 
about 15 feet,
 and again af-
ter a 
moment of 
medita-
tion, ran forward 
and  broke 
the board 
with
 a foot kick. 
The power
 of Reyes kick 
sent all three 
black belts 
tumbling
 to the ground. 
The exhibition was 
rounded out with a mock 
battle between six of the 
black belts.
 
While sparring, the 
three 
pairs  of fighters let 
each
 kick and chop fall just 
short of target. But the 
audience could hear an 
occasional smack as the 
karate experts came a lit-
tle too 
close  
Activities Council) is an an-
nual event which 
provides  
a night of gambling,
 for 
prizes and 
entertainment 
for dorm 
residents and non-
residents.  
Each 
participant
 re-
ceived 
$500  of 
monopoly
 
money 
at the door 
after 
paying 
an
 entrance fee. 
Unlimited betting 
During the 
course
 of the 
evening, 
and the last half 
hour in 
particular,
 there 
was unlimited betting.
 
Some dealers, accord-
ing to Ann Chin,
 RHAC di-
rector for the 
project,  were 
given as high as 
15 to one 
odds. 
Therefore, when the 
auction  for prizes started 
at
 midnight, only a few
 
held all the 
money.  
It was rumored
 that a 
dealer had signed an 
un-
authorized  check for a 
bil-
lion 
dollars which was im-
possible since 
according to 
Chin, only $23 million were 
printed
 and about 
$18  mil-
lion were in circulation
 
during  the whole evening.
 
Money problems
 
Quite a few of the gamb-
lers were upset with the 
results of the money pro-
blem and with the grand 
prize, a $25 gift certificate 
to the Spartan Bookstore. 
Chin explained that the 
mix-up took place because 
15 places that were slated 
to donate prizes backed out 
at the last 
minute. 
'Was really upset bitt 
what could I do  
there  
was no time," 
she  said, 
adding,
 "People every 
year always add zeros 
to 
the end of the check 
so
 that 
they will have 
more 
money. 
"There's not much we 
can do about it. We just 
wanted 
everybody  to have 
fun," she said. 
Everyone seemed to be, 
as they 
crowded
 the tables 
to try 
their  luck at roulette, 
craps, blackjack,
 poker 
and other games of 
chance.  
Rock
 band 
Entertainment 
was pro-
vided by 
students,
 which 
included a 
country rock 
band,
 a stand-up come-
dienne
 and a Taihitian 
dancer  that brought 
screams 
and yells from the 
gathering  assembled in the 
"lounge."  
"Cocktail" 
waitresses  
mingled 
with
 trays full of 
soft drinks. 
 
OW". 
 
 6 
tr4r 
-eiPn 
Aki 
11111 TVS.,
 
Judy 
Upchurch  
performs  the 
role  of The 
Woman in 
the dance 
"Waiting,"
 choreographed
 by 
Susan  Olsen. 
The number
 was one 
of 13 
presented  
Friday
 and 
Saturday  
night
 in the 
Choreographers
 
Workshop 
Concert 
which  featured 
work  by SJSU 
dance students.
 
Mexican 
cuisine 
rivals
 Big 
Macs  
By Mark 
Paxton 
San Jose is drowning in 
Mexican  
food;
 
Taco
 
Bells  
and more 
elaborate 
establishments abound. 
Fernando's,
 at the corner 
of Fourth 
and  San Fer-
nando Streets, will 
probably make it in spite of 
the glut.
 
The reason 
is Fer-
nando's good 
food, low 
prices and 
quick service, a 
rarity, 
even  given the 
number
 of 
Mexican  
eateries in the area. 
However,
 Fernando's 
rivals McDonalds
 in at-
mosphere.
 The restaurant 
is new, 
plastic and 
colorless. 
Fortunately,
 take-out 
food is 
served.
 
The 
menu
 offers 
all the 
standards;  
tacos, 
enchi-
ladas, 
tamales,  
etc.
 
Nearly
 
everything  
is 
available
 either 
a la carte
 
or
 as 
part
 of a 
com-
bination
 plate. 
Prices
 range
 from 
40 
cents 
for  
tacos,
 burritos,
 or 
chile 
rellenos  
to
 $1.80 
for 
the largest combination 
plate. This makes Fer-
nando's competitive with 
even the fast food es-
tablishments.
 
The difference lies in 
the 
food,  which is above 
average. Ingredients are 
fresh 
and 
crisp  in 
all the 
right places. 
For lunch,
 Fernando's 
offers a 
convenient  change 
from
 that old stand-by, the 
Big  Mac. 
Ballet
 
highlighted
 
Modern  ballet will be 
featured in a 
concert,  
to
 be 
performed in the Music 
Concert Hall at 8 p.m. May 
4. 
The dance was choreo-
graphed by graduate 
students Carol 
Rix  and 
Julie Martin. 
The ballet is set to Allan 
Hovhaness' "Three 
Journey's to a Holy Moun-
tain." 
Hovhaness said
 of his 
work,  "Mountains are 
symbols, like pyramids, of 
man's attempt to know 
God. They are symbolic of 
meeting places 
between
 
the
 mundane and spiritual 
worlds."  
The dance and music 
Group  
recalls  
jazz
 era 
The award
-winning San 
Jose State 
University 
Jazz
 
Ensemble 
"Big  Band" 
will  
perform 
at
 8:15 p.m. 
Thursday in 
the Concert 
Hall. 
The 
program
 includes 
original  
arrangements
 of 
"Don
 
Quixote
 Rides
 
Again"  by Alan 
Broadbent, 
"Maiden  
Voyage"
 by 
Milcho
 Lieviev 
and "Over
 
the 
Rainbow"
 
by
 Don 
Ellis. 
The "Big Band" is con-
ducted 
by
 Dwight Cannon, 
a SJSU associate professor 
of music. 
The concert is 
one of 
the major per-
formances by the en-
semble.
 
The group 
performs
 Big 
Band jazz in the styles 
of 
Stan Kenton, Woody Her-
man and Don Ellis. 
The  
other ensembles feature 
combos and an experi-
mental 
jazz  chamber -
group. 
All three SJSU 
jazz 
ensembles
 are known for 
the 
awards earned in 
jazz 
performances at 
festivals  
and prominent
 jazz clubs 
including San Francisco's 
"Keystone
 Korner" and 
the 
"Bach 
Dancing 
and 
Dynamite Society." 
Admission  is free 
AYYAD'S
 STEAK 
HOUSE  
EVERY MON.
 TUES. WED, SPECIAL   
Complete
 
Dinner  
For 
Two  
Choice 
Top Sirloin 
569
 
Steak 
Dinner   
Includes  Baked
 Potatoe. 
Garlic Breed. And All 
You 
Can Eat 
Salad
 But
 
fet 
Served All Da Free
 
Seve,a.e 
Or Coffee
 
SERVING 
BEER
 
Et WINE 
1310 
ALIZERAIS  
(across 
from
 Sears)
 
LOCATED AT BIT -O -SWEDEN 
Open 
11
 30 to 8 
PM
 
294-8007
 
500
 
on
 with 
this
 
coupon  
takes on a 
spiritual  feel of 
being beyond
 any physical
 
place, 
according to 
Martin.  
"Three 
Journeys"  
evolves in 
three move-
ments. The 
first  is an in-
troduction 
and  proces-
sional.
 The second 
is more 
lively, 
representing
 cele-
bration.  
The
 last 
movement  finds 
harmony  
after
 a somber 
introduction  
signifying despair. 
Rix and 
Martin  both 
perform in 
the  dance. 
Other student
 dancers 
per-
forming 
in the ballet are 
Cathy 
Burns,  Sue 
Bofrea,
 
Kathleen 
Engelbrecht, 
Sherry 
Gault and 
Eloise 
Uranga. 
Concert
 
good  
despite  
some
 
cliche  
dances
 
By
 
Kathy  
Morrison  
Despite some uneven 
performances and a 
few 
cliche dances, the Choreo-
graphers  Workshop Con-
cert
 in PER 262 Friday
 and 
Saturday provided a good 
showcase for 
SJSU
 dance 
and 
choreographic
 talent. 
Saturday  
night's
 au-
dience
 spilled
 onto 
the  
floor
 
of
 the 
Dance
 
Studio
 
to
 
watch 
13 
modern
 
dance  
pieces
 
that
 
were
 
dis-
tinguished
 
by 
their 
diversity.
 
The best pieces
 were 
scattered throughout
 the 
program, 
with the high-
light of the 
evening
 coming 
after 
intermission. Bar-
bara Vigil's 
trilogy entitled 
"In, 
Around and About 
Women" 
explored  the 
traditional
 and changing 
roles of woman 
in
 society 
with truth and 
a good sense 
of humor. 
The best 
example
 of this 
was the second 
movement, 
entitled 
"Chains  of 
Gold,"
 
a 
totic!up-in-eheek
 look 
at 
"the little woman"
 superb-
ly danced 
by Carol Rix to 
Fanny  Brice's version of 
"My 
Man."  
Susan Wilenken's 
"Jello" was one 
of the fun-
niest dances, in which 
Wilenken pursued Bob 
Norwood
 in quick, hilarious 
moves accompanied by 
Buddy White 
music.  
The  dancers' 
absurd  
costumes
 and Norwood's 
persistently straight face 
added to the humor
 of the 
situation. 
Other successes
 during 
the concert 
were Phyllis 
Bugglin"s 
"Incognito 
Dreams," 
another  funny 
piece that
 made good use 
of 
sunglasses,
 balloons 
and 
bubblegum,
 and Leilani 
Tom's 
"Picture
 Four," 
which explored 
movement 
and
 color with
 an easy 
jazz
 
background. 
"Mumtaz Mahal," a 
stylish solo danced and also 
choreographed by Bugglin, 
showed off her excellent 
technique to the best ad-
vantage. 
Choreographer 
Tom 
also did well
 with "Five
 
Movements,"
 a 
graceful, 
controlled  
dance  
per-
formed 
to Oriental 
music  
by
 Bugglin, 
Gratia
 Rankin 
and 
Barbara  
Vigil.
 
Susan Olsen choreo-
graphed "Waiting," an 
interesting piece which 
showed a 
woman (danced 
by 
Judy
 Upchurch) 
waiting 
for the 
return  of her
 man 
(Michael  
Munoz),  
while  
four 
dancers
 
expressed  
her 
real
 
emotions
 in 
movement.
 
One 
other  short
 but 
effective
 
piece  
was  
"Friends," 
choreographed
 
by 
Carol Rix and 
well -per-
formed
 by Rix 
and  Ron 
Peterson. 
Three 
romantic,  
but 
rather simplistic
 pieces in-
cluded Mary 
Ellen 
Walton's 
"Union,"
 Olsen's 
"Waltz"  and 
Munoz's 
"Setigerous".
 This last 
dance actually looked more 
like  a musical production
 
number, with 
its three 
couples doing big 
moves  
and lifts a 
la the Ernie 
Flatt dancers. 
Less 
successful
 num-
bers 
included  
Jeannine  
Daniels' "No 
Mystery"  
which
 was unevenly
 pre-
formed by eight
 burgundy -
clad dancers, 
and Munoz's 
"A Time to 
Think  About," 
which featured
 Jennifer 
Schmidt 
dancing the old 
shut -in -a
-shrinking -box 
routine. 
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ELECTROLUX  OFFERS SUMMER
 EMPLOYMENT 
TO COLLEGE STUDENTS 
For the I I th Consecutive Year Electrolux is offering summer pan time or lull time 
empbyrnent to Gollege students The 
program Inckides 11000 1750 and *SOO Spec.
 
Awards for selling
 
s 
fixed 
volume  Of busanese Student 
participation ries continually
 
increased Last year :he sales volume of student. ill the summer program totaled over 
12 
rnillqn  
Interested students may apply to any Electrolux Branch office or write 
ELECTROLUX 
COLLEGE EDUCATION FUND 
2777 SUMMER STREET 
STAMFORD CT 06905 
THE 
A.S. 
PROGRAM
 
BOARD  
NEEDS  
YOU IF:
 
At You would like to get into the 
Entertainment  Business. 
BI You can devote 
10-15 hours per week 
booking  and producing 
about 90% of the guest 
artist who perform here at 
SJSU. 
Cl
 You think 
you have a good opinion
 as to whom your fellow
 students would like 
to 
see on campus. 
APPLY FOR ONE 
OR TWO OF THE 
FOLLOWING 
POSITIONS.  At the 
A.S.  Office, top level 
Student
 Union. 
Deadline
 Today 
at 
5PM  
PROGRAM BOARD DIRECTOR The 
or05 peal poerdon The ASPS Director 
oversees  the expenditure. provides Wed 
erithip  for the charrpeople acts as liaison 
between
 Proven, Sowd and AS C IIIClftIVO end 
Council prepares and men 
epee 
annual
 
budgeting
 avocet.
 Non
 voting 
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 the two 
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program.  
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$000  annually
 
Artists  in recent years have been Anthony Braxton.
 Pars Media. Evers Dick
 
Gregory
 3 
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CCASSICAL ARTS Negation. 
contracte.  
and  produces
 the venting clasereal
 erns,
 on 
cameo.
 
Develops
 genes con 
men 
concepts  Works with 
WOO  
.7000 annually Recent
 ernets are Alfred 
Brendel  
Carlo. 
Montov  
the 
Esenwn 
Quartet
 
...1.m Pressler etc 3 units credo 
offered  
CONTEMPORARY ARTS Negotiate
 
contract  publicise end produce popular 
concerts  Works 
with  .15003 
116.000
 
per year Recent artiste we 
Pablo  Cruise.
 Herb. 
Hancock.  
Fleetwood Mac. Richard 
Pryor. 
Cher.h  and
 Chong.
 John 
Hertford. end Steve Martin
 3 unite credit offered 
DANCE Plans, select. and produces at lee. vivo 21/2 
den  residence.s
 by dance 
compere.
 
Work,
 with
 
Aduleo, 
&FA  
Director on Not.n..1 Endowment lot the Ars. prom propose. Work.
 with WOOD 
17E03 per 
yew  
Recent
 
dence 
comp 
/Imes 
include  Paul Taylor
 Daniel Negrin Meredith Monk,
 The House and encl. Hewett.  
In 
cherge
 
of 
producing
 to 
1577
 Ta the Stars of the American Sell..
 Alvin Alley
 endD.nc.L 
A 3 unde 
credit  offered 
DRAMA Needy  vigor... energetic chairperson
 who 
will work
 herd
 to 
malr  succeeses  with
  small
 
$2000  
.3000  
budget Recent
 production,.,. The 
Cage  the San Froncreco Mime Troupe and The 
New 
Shakes...re
 
Cries.,  
3 unite credli offered 
Flt MS Select. 
book public,. and r on 
the 
Thursday
 sod Wednetalay 
Cinema  Series 
Plan  and 
produce
 
film 
opectele
 
Must heavens.. to
 
handle 
the ticket selling  
each
 Wednesday and Thursday
 night 
SJSU ho 
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beet
 
Rim 
pro 
stern. in the country 
end it Wires  ico of time 
end 
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 Bob 
Woodward  Chief Den Eagle 
Meet,/ 
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Interviews
 are 
Wednesday,
 
April 
27 
from 
9AM 
to 1PM
 
and  
Thursday.
 
April 28 
from 9AM to 
4PM.
 
Fill
 
out 
applications
 
and 
sign
 
up 
for
 
inter
 
views
 in the 
A.S. 
Office,
 3rd 
Floor,
 
Student
 Union. 
Call
 
Ted
 
Gehrke,
 
277-3274  
for 
further  
information.
 
April
 28, 
1977, 
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Additional
 
information  
sought
 
Edwards
 
gets
 his FBI 
file
 
(continued  from
 page I) 
Edwards.  
"I 
expect  
them
 (the 
FBI) 
to 
uphold  
their  ori-
ginal
 
decision
 and 
deny 
access  to the 
material." 
he 
said. 
"Then 
we'll 
take
 
them to court
 to gain ac-
cess."
 
Perrone said, however, 
all information 
available  to 
Edwards  under the
 FOIA 
has been furnished. 
"We 
would
 be 
remiss 
and open to a great deal of 
criticism if we didn't make 
available what is 
allowed  
bylaw," Perrone said 
Sources
 protected
 
He
 also
 said
 the 
deletions
 are 
to 
protect
 the 
FBI's
 
sources'
 
anonymity
 
and 
are 
up the
 FBI's
 
discretion. 
Edwards said he be-
lieves the FBI is still keep-
ing tabs 
on
 him. 
"I don't believe that a 
rational mind 
would  be off 
base to think that these 
things did 
not  stop after I 
was hired at Berkeley (in 
1970)," 
he
 said. Edwards 
said he believes the FBI 
has more 
files on his acti-
vities at U.C. Berkeley. 
Perrone said the FBI 
has no interest in Edwards 
"at this time. 
"Statements 
along  that 
line have no 
basis  in fact," 
he said. 
Perrone would not
 com-
ment on when 
the  FBI had 
stopped 
compiling  in-
formation  on 
Edward's  
activities.  
The  
earliest  
entry  
on
 
Fdwa  
rds,  a 
biography,
 
is 
dated 
Jan. 
31, 
1968.  
Edwards' 
charges 
. Edwards 
brought na-
tional attention 
to SJSU in 
September of 1967 
with 
Charges 
of racially dis-
criminatory practices
 at 
this university. 
Then-Presi-
, 
dent Robert D Clark ini-
tiated an ombudsman posi-
tion to 
investigate the 
charges.
 
Edwards also led an un-
successful boycott of the 
1968 Olympic 
Games  in 
Mexico
 City. 
The files show these 
activities were followed 
closely by the FBI. 
A 
memo
 dated 
Oct. 21, 
1968 
stated  that 
the  FBI's 
legal
 attache
 in 
Mexico  
City requested 
to know Ed-
wards' immediate where-
abouts and asked for a 
photograph
 and description 
of Edwards. 
Edwards
 said he 
learned the FBI was look-
ing for him in 
Mexico
 City 
so he did not go there. 
Classes monitored 
Edwards
 said 
that
 the 
information  
in his files
 
which 
most  
angered
 him 
was that
 his class 
lecturers 
were
 being 
monitored.  
"I wonder who else is 
operating under this handi-
cap in universities," he 
said. "A lot of 
people  were 
active in the '60s. What is in 
their files 
pertaining  to FBI 
surveillance? 
"If an 
instructor 
thinks 
there  are 
students
 enrolled 
in his class, 
reporting
 to the 
FBI, how
 much freedom 
does
 he  haver 
Edwards 
asked. 
"Who's
 going to 
teach 
race relations,
 political sci-
ence or history 
under those 
circumstances?"  
Communications  
censored;  
Iranians 
unable 
to 
speak  
out 
(Continued from 
page
 
1) 
democratic  
rights,  but 
Kia  said CAIFI 
also 
doesn't
 talk 
about 
revolu-
tries to point
 out that the 
lion  in 
Iran,"
 the 
secretary  
Iranian
 people 
are  now 
said.
 
unable
 to effectively 
speak  
out against
 the Shah. 
"All  of the 
major  news-
papers
 have 
been cen-
sored," 
he said. "No
 books 
are 
being  published
 be-
cause the 
writers  are in-
timidated."
 
Kia said 
CAiFI is 
not 
advocating the 
outright 
overthrow of 
the shah, but 
rather  is trying 
to create 
international
 
awareness  
Low
 
turnout 
cripples
 
Greeks
 
rain,
 
disorganization
 
blamed
 
By 
Kendrick
 
Walters
 
Only 
seven  of the 
11 fra-
ternities  
and 
sororities
 
(Greeks)  
and none
 of the 
dorms 
were 
represented
 
Monday 
as 
Spartan  
Week  
opened
 
with  
six
-legged
 
races and
 a 
balloon
 toss. 
Formally known as 
Greek Week, it has become
 
an annual attempt to 
get  
students
 together 
to
 enjoy 
themselves.
 This is only the 
second 
consecutive year
 
the
 dorms have 
been in-
volved.
 
The early 
morning  rain, 
classes 
and  a 
"normal"  
lack 
of
 organization
 were 
blamed  for the 
low
 Greeks 
turnout, but
 stiffer com-
plaints 
were made 
about 
the 
dorms.  
Not organized 
"They are just not as or-
ganized as they could be," 
said Joe Harris, 
one of the 
week's organizers from the 
Sigma Chi fraternity. 
Harris blamed the Resi-
dence Hall Activity 
Council 
(RHAC), one of the week's 
co-sponsors 
along with the 
Greeks, for the lack of 
dorm interest. 
"They have so much 
red 
tape," 
Harris 
said, 
especially  
where
 posters 
and 
publicity  are con-
cerned.
 
Apathy 
expected  
Sam Corsello, 
head  of 
RHAC, 
said there was 
some apathy but
 that it has 
to be expected. 
If it 
isn't made
 easy for 
dorm 
residents
 they 
won't 
participate,  
Corsello  
said.
 
To 
prove  his point, Cor-
sello  said there 
had been a 
high 
interest  in the 
table 
tennis 
tournament  
being 
held in 
the 
dorms.
 
"Publicity  
all together
 
has not 
been  that 
good.  It's 
too 
vague,"
 Corsello
 said. 
The 
Greeks  
low  
turnout
 
didn't  
surprise
 
Harris,
 but 
it 
should  
pick 
up
 as 
the 
week 
goes  on, 
he said. 
"Lots 
of them 
didn't 
have
 chapter
 meetings
 this 
week 
so they 
don't 
know
 
about 
the  
events,"
 
Harris
 
said. 
Events
 held 
Despite low participa-
tion the events were held 
with both men's and 
women's  teams 
competing. 
In the 
six-legged race, 
a 
group 
from the 
Chi  Omega 
sorority was 
the winner  in 
the 
women's
 division.
 The 
men's 
division 
was  post-
poned 
when
 only two 
fra-
ternities  
had
 enough 
members
 present to 
form a 
team. 
The
 balloon toss was 
won
 by Janis 
Elloitt  and 
Joyce 
Coleman
  of the 
Delta Gamma sorority  
in the
 women's division. 
Jeff Lamb
 and Russ 
Morales, of the Sigma
 Nu 
fraternity, won in the 
men's division. 
This type of competition 
will continue today with a 
sack 
race  and Volkswagon 
stuff held from 10 a.m. to 
noon by the fountain 
area. 
Brown  
ordered
 
to return Banks 
SACRAMENTO 
(AP)
  
A state 
appeals court 
yesterday ordered Gov. 
Edmund Brown Jr. 
to ex-
tradite American Indian 
Movement leader Dennis 
Banks to South 
Dakota  on a 
warrant 
stemming from a 
riot -assault conviction. 
The 3rd 
District  Court of 
Appeals 
issued
 its ruling 
one week after 
attorneys
 
for California 
and South 
Dakota argued
 in a hearing 
over South Dakota's
 bid for 
Banks' return. 
Brown's legal 
affairs 
secretary, J. Anthony 
Kline, said 
he would 
strongly 
urge Brown
 to ap-
peal
 the ruling 
which he 
said was
 unprecedented
 to 
the state 
Supreme
 Court. 
Banks
 fled to California 
after  his conviction
 on riot 
and assault 
with  a deadly 
weapon 
charges  
stemming  
from 
a 1973 Custer 
County 
riot at a 
courthouse.  
The democratic
 gover-
nor's
 office fought
 South 
Dakota's
 request for extra-
dition, arguing 
it was 
studying 
allegations  that 
Banks life 
would be in 
danger 
if he returned to 
South Dakota. 
This provides the 
clearest difference be-
tween the objectives of 
CAIFI, and the ISA. 
"There is no neu-
trality," the ISA secretary 
said. "All concerned people 
should take a position to re-
move the fascist
 Shah and 
U.S. imperialism from
 
Iran." 
Kia said CAIFI is mak-
ing an earnest attempt to 
win the support of the 
American  people, because 
only they, not the
 Iranian 
citizenry, have the power
 
to 
remove  the Shah. 
According to reports by 
columnist Jack Anderson, 
a 1953 CIA coup
 placed the 
Shah in power. 
Anderson  
has also reported that 
SAVAK was originally or-
ganized
 by the CIA in 1956. 
which
 is intended
 to 
It is also
 undisputed
 that 
pressure the 
Shah.  
Iran 
receives  more than 
50 
per cent of U.S. 
foreign
 
arms sales, and is courted 
as America's
 number one 
ally in the Arab 
world.
 
While the secretary said 
CAIFI is directly tied to the 
Although both
 ISA 
and
 
Shah, Kia did not label
 the 
CAIFI  leaders point to 
the
 
ISA  as having connections 
need for  unity in 
their  
ef-  
to the current 
Iranian
 
forts against 
the 
Shah,
 
regime.
 
there seems to be 
no
 
"I'm sure many mem-
chance 
for reconciliation 
bers
 of the ISA want to de-
among the two. 
fend the 
political  pri-
"We'd 
like to be 
at
 
soners," Kia
 said. 
"We 
SJSU," Kia said. "But 
the 
would  
be
 10 times 
more 
ISA situation prevents 
us 
effective  unified, but by go-
right now."
 
ing along
 with violence and
 
He said he 
would  
wel-
 
disruption, 
they 
throw  
come an open meeting 
of 
themselves
 to the side of 
the two groups to 
air his 
the 
Shah. We want them to 
grievances,  
stop 
this 
childish  be -
The
 ISA 
secretary,  
havior."
 
however, 
said
 there is a 
The 
ISA 
secretary  
"zero 
per cent 
chance"
 of 
summed  up 
his group's
 
the rivals ever 
emerging
 as 
opinion
 in one 
sentence. 
partners
 against the 
Shah. "CAIFI
 has been 
doing  a 
"CAIFI
 claims to be 
for  better job 
than
 SAVAK." 
news
 
summary
 
G.M. attests 
satisfaction
 
on 
new 
cars
 
DETROIT (AP) 
 
Some 128,000 Americans 
who bought 
1977 Snicks, 
Oldsmobiles or Pontiacs 
powered 
by Chevrolet en-
gines will get either a new 
car or a special long-term 
warranty on their present 
car, General Motors Corp. 
announced  yesterday. 
GM 
officials
 said 
they 
hoped the
 proposal
 would 
resolve
 
mounting  
con-
sumer 
complaints
 
and  
court
 actions
 
concerning
 
the 
engine  flap 
which be-
gan 
two  
months
 ago 
when  
an 
Illinois
 man 
discovered  
his 
Oldsmobile
 Delta 88 
was 
powered
 by a Chevy 
engine instead
 of the 
widely advertised
 Olds 
"Rocket."
 
Junk  
food 
in 
schools
 
'makes 
pupils
 
dull'  
SACRAMENTO (AP)  
Junk food shouldn't be sold 
at schools because it's not 
only 
bad  for kids, it also 
makes them dumber and 
more violent, a legislator 
said Thursday. 
Assemblyman
 Art 
Torres, D
-Los
 Angeles, in a 
news conference on 
Na-
tional
 Food Day, said 
it
 
wasn't violating 
children's  
rights to keep 
sodas and 
candy out 
of
 school vending 
machines. 
Torres' bill would pro-
hibit the sale in 
vending 
machines and school cafe-
terias of any food that 
derives more than 25 per
 
cent of its caloric value 
from sugar or 
more
 than 40 
per cent from 
added  fat. It 
would 
not affect high 
schools.  
The measure would rule 
out candy bars and sodas 
but allow ice cream, 
potato 
chips and some cookies, 
said Suzanne 
Rice, a nutri-
tionist with the California 
Nutrition Action Com-
mittee. 
According to Torres, an 
experiment with juvenile 
offenders in Sacramento 
has shown an 
improvement 
in 
behavior  since their diet 
was 
changed.
 
"If we change the diets 
of children in schools and 
inmates in 
institutions. I 
think we will reduce 
the 
violence in institutions and 
change the behavior
 of 
children in schools," he 
said.
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Imagination,
 wood,
 nails
 and 
energy
 
make  
up
 the 
fantasy
 land
 
of 
sculptures
 that 
dot 
the
 
mud  
flats near
 
Emeryville  
If by 
chance
 
you 
happen
 to 
pass 
by 
these  
oddities
 of 
beauty
 you
 
might  
en
 
vision
 
yourself
 as 
Don  
Quixote
 
challenging
 
windmills
 or 
Charles
 
Darwin  
studying
 
the  
natural  
evolution
 
of a 
20
 foot
 
giraffe
 
But  
in 
reality  
you
 will 
be 
viewing
 
dragons.
 
thunderbird*.
 PterodactYle.
 
monsters,  
WWI  
biplanes  
or 
a 
plywood
 
Volkswagen
 All 
sculp  
lures are 
made 
by 
aspiring  
artists
 whose
 
materials
 
consist
 of 
wood,  
rusted  
nails.  
tin  and 
anything
 
else
 the 
fide 
might  
wash  
in
 
Abstract  
constructions
 are 
decorated
 
with a 
countless
 
variety
 
of 
materials
 such
 as 
tires,
 
paint  
and 
old bottle caps The 
mud 
flats
 are 
located
 
north 
of 
the Bay
 
Bridge  
exchange
 on Hwy 17 
4 
, 
, 
.:0;;# 
Photos by 
Richard
 
Johns
 
Mud 
flats create 
dreams 
By 
Richard 
Johns  
If 
you've 
ever
 seen the
 mud flats
 near the
 
Emeryville
 exit 
on 
Highway
 17, and 
the weird 
sculptures
 built from
 the 
flotsam
 
carried
 in by 
the  tides, 
perhaps 
you've 
wondered  
who builds
 
them 
and  why. 
First-time 
sculpture  
Mark
 Thompson,
 a college 
student from 
Hayward,
 said after
 driving by 
so many 
times  he 
"wanted  to 
have 
something  
out
 there that
 was mine,
 something
 I can 
point  
out to my 
friends." 
Hammering  
away  with 
Thompson  
was
 a friend, 
Janine  Bos-
cacci,
 also a 
college  
student.
 Instead 
of
 starting 
from  the 
ground
 
and 
building up,
 they added
 on to an 
existing 
work,  
something
 
that
 resembled
 a four-sided
 platform
 about 
eight  feet 
tall.  
The  tools 
required  for a 
day's building
 are 
simple:
 a large 
sack of 
nails,  a 
hammer
 and a 
good 
imagination.  
Some 
structures  are 
re -creations of 
things  found 
in
 the real 
world, 
such as a 
life-size  
plywood
 
Volkswagen
 and 
a World 
War  
I 
biplane  
about
 eight feet
 long. There
 are 10
-foot  tall 
people  
made of 
tires  and 
driftwood  
and
 a small 
replica  of a 
whale 
painted 
with  the 
slogan,  
"Save  the 
Whales."  
From the
 realm of 
fantasy, 
there  are 
dragons,  
thunderbirds,  
pterodactyls
 and 
monsters.  
Abstract 
constructions
 are 
decorated 
with the 
countless  
variety  of 
materials  
carried  in by 
high 
tides.
 
A 
word of 
caution for
 prospective
 
sculptors
 and 
browsers 
though.
 Wear a 
pair  of 
heavy
 shoes  
there are 
countless  
rusty  
nails sticking
 out of 
nearly 
everything,  
just  waiting
 to sink 
into  
the 
soles  of 
your
 tennis 
shoes,  not 
to mention
 the broken
 glass 
and  twisted 
bits of 
metal  
hurried
 beneath
 the 
mud.
 
To 
reach  the 
mud flats,
 travel 
north  on 
Highway  
17.
 Take the
 
Emeryville
 exit 
and turn 
left
 toward 
the Holiday
 Inn. 
Once
 parked, 
walk  along 
the
 shoreline, 
past an 
archway
 
made  of boards, a few 
tires,
 and an old shoe or 
two.
 
Janine
 
BOSCACCK  hopeful sculptor
 
and CSUH student 
hammers
 
away  
at
 a piece
 of 
wood 
soon 
to be 
a work 
of 
art  
along  
mud
 
flats  
row.
 
Bridging
 
the gap
 between
 two 
standing  
remains
 
of
 
former
 
works 
of 
art 
et the 
mud 
flats  KS 
Cal  
State  
Hayward
 
atudent
 
Thompson A desire 
to have 
something  
to point
 out 
to 
his  friends as
 his own is 
what
 
promoted
 
this  
first
 time 
sculpts,
 to 
construct  the 
bridge. All that is needed
 to 
be 
successful
 is a lot 
of time 
patience  
and 
determination
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Spartan
 
gridders:
 
New  
Faces of '77 
By Steve Dulas 
Introducing New Faces 
of 1977, currently in rehear-
sal at the Spartan practice 
field on 10th Street. No, it is 
not a musical review, un-
less one can call the 
thundering of cleat -shod 
feet on turf 
"music."  New 
F'a cc,
 
is 
more
 properly 
known
 as the SJSU football 
team, and 
features 40 
players 
not on the 
squad 
last fall. 
Of the 40,
 according to 
head coach 
Lynn Stiles, 
25 
are walk-ons.
 In fact, 
he
 
said there
 are those 
among  
the 
coaching  
ranks
 who 
would  be 
quick  to 
criticize  
him
 for 
having  too 
many 
walk-ons.
 
"But 
these  
guys,
 
they're
 
hungry,
 they 
want
 to 
play,"
 
he 
said. "It's
 not like
 a guy 
on 
scholarship."
 
One of 
the 
hungry
 walk-
ons  is 
Mike
 
Stubblefield.  
If
 
the 
name 
sounds  
familiar,  
it is 
because  he 
was  part of 
P.11,1 ',,11,J11
 
A mid-air collision 
was imminent between Earthquakes 
centerback
 John Rowlands and Los 
Angeles Aztecs goalie Bob 
Rigby.
 as Phil Beal watched when the two
 teams clashed at Spartan 
Stadium The 
Quakes 
wort
 20 
The  Quakes next home game is 
Monday.
 
May  
9. 
against
 
Vancouver
 
Netters  
downed
 
in tourney 
By Al Dangerfield 
OJAI  Spartans Jenni-
fer Davidson. Julie 
Gaskill,  
Sue Guyon
 and Kim Mer-
cer were 
unsuccessful  in 
putting SJSU on the
 map 
here in the 
78th
 annual Ojai 
Valley
 Tennis Tournament. 
The OVTT, one of the 
largest
 tennis tournaments 
in the nation. drew 1,537 
men and women
 in divi-
sions from high school to 
the collegiate levels for the 
five-day competition. 
Known pros such as 
Arthur Ashe, Pancho Gon-
zalez. 
Billie  Jean King, 
Roscoe 
Tanner,  Stan Smith 
are some of the pros who 
competed in this tourna-
ment as amateurs. 
Coach Lyn Sinclair's 
pre -match 
pep talk could 
not help Davidson 
over-
come the skill of Long 
Beach State's Penny John-
son, who eliminated 
the  
SJSU's No. 1 
tennis  ace in 
the opening round
 of the 
tourney.
 The hustling Spar-
tan lost 7-5, 6-0. 
During
 the match 
be-
tween 
Davidson and John-
son there 
were some 
line 
calls
 that the 
49er
 netter 
made which
 few else in the
 
crowd. 
(including  
David-
son) saw. 
When
 everyone 
kept 
missing 
Johnson's  line 
calls  meet 
officials  
decided
 
that 
Davidson 
and the 
rest  
of the 
crowd 
would  
need
 
some 
help in 
seeing  these
 
phantom 
balls. 
Two  line
 judges
 were 
picked  
randomly  
out  of the 
crowd. 
The 
Spartan
 did well
 in 
the 
early 
portion
 of her
 
match but 
later  faltered 
when 
she became
 dis-
gusted 
with the 
mistakes  
she made. Davidson's 
dis-
satisfaction
 destroyed the 
first -year Spartans' poise. 
Sue Guyon was more 
fortunate
 in her first outing 
of the 
tournament  after 
having a bye in first round. 
She 
defeated  Lee Dun -
XEROX
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stedter of Cai State Domin-
guez Hills. 
Guyon settled down
 
after 
the  first two games of 
the match and played up to 
her potential, but still 
lacked the consistency 
necessary to put her op-
ponent away early. 
Dunstedter, who 
sported a colorful
 white 
and 
green  T-shirt which 
had "Best Set in Town" 
written
 across her chest, 
failed to have good sets on 
the court. 
Following Guyon's 6-4, 
6-2, win over the mis-
represented "Best Set in 
Town", Guyon was full of 
smiles. 
Following  the match, 
Sinclair looked at the 
bracket sheets to 
see who 
Guyon would play in her 
next match 
and probably 
shed a tear as she learned 
that 
her 
young 
Spartan
 
would 
be
 paired with last 
year's 
women's 
national  - 
tennis 
champion, 
Barbara 
Ha 
Ilquist
 from 
USC. 
At 
dinner Thursday
 
night 
the Spartan coach
 
indicated
 that she
 had 
found 
a strategy 
which 
might  give Guyon
 a chance 
to beat 
Hallquist.
 
"I watched 
the Santa 
Clara match and I saw 
some 
psychological 
war-
fare 
which  might
 give Sue 
a 
chance,"  Sinclair
 said. 
"I'm going to have all
 the 
girls 
use it 
Friday."
 
Prior 
to the match, 
Guyon 
and  Sinclair went 
over the strategy that they 
had prepared to beat the 
Trojan. The plan: move 
slowly.
 Take time (to offset 
the rapid pace of Hallquist 
during  a match), and 
try to 
annoy the former champ. 
Guyon  went out to play 
the USC
 3tar and 
her 
strategy 
worked. 
Guyon  
won the 
first two games but
 
the more 
experienced  
Hall-
quist came 
back  to win the 
remaining games
 of the 
match to 
beat
 the court 
savvy Spartan
 6-2, 6-0. 
Guyon's carefully -
planned
 game did 
break  
Hallquist's
 concentration
 
and 
annoyed
 her, but this 
was not enough
 for Guyon 
to pull off the 
upset. 
The freshman netter 
talked about her experi-
ence with the national 
women's champ. 
"It (her plan) worked 
for two games," Guyon 
said. "I 
was  going to tie my 
 shoe on the last point, but 
that would 
have been a bit 
too  much. 
She's a nice 
girl." 
6-4, 6-4,
 was all that the 
SJSU doubles team of Julie 
Gaskill and Kim 
Mercer  
wrote when they were eli-
minated from the tourna-
ment by Jody 
Peterson  and 
LuzAnna Arrendondo of 
U.C. Irvine. 
"We 
double  
fault
 en-
tirely too 
much,"  
Sinclasir
 
said during the
 match. "We 
give away 
too many 
points." 
Following the tourna-
ment, Sinclair was pleased 
with her team's
 per-
formance.
 "This is the best 
that SJSU has ever done in 
the  Ojai Valley Tennis 
Tournaments.  Next year 
we
 plan to do even better 
than we 
did this time." 
Watch for 
our
 
special  
mat 
cutting
 offer 
next 
week!
 
Vets 
on tenth 
off 
san  
carlos
 
this 
year's
 NCAA 
Cham-
pionship
 Judo 
team. 
He 
placed  
second
 in 
the  na-
tionals. 
The 5 -foot
-10, 185 -pound
 
running back 
has  now gone 
from 
throwing
 other 
bodies  
around on 
the mat to 
throw-
ing his 
around  on 
the  grid-
iron. 
In 
Friday 
night's  
scrimmage,
 
Stubblefield
 
carried
 the 
ball,  at 
both
 the 
tailback  
and fullback
 spots,
 
eight 
times  
for  36 
yards,  
plus 
hauled 
in one 
swing 
pass for
 another
 seven
 
yards. 
Stubblefield
 was a 
run-
ning mate 
of James 
Tucker  
at 
Hartnell  
College,
 then 
came
 here as a 
judoka.
 
Offensive  
back  coach 
Ken 
Uselton
 said he 
not 
only has the
 ability, but
 the 
desire 
as
 well, as was
 evi-
denced  by 
his flying 
through
 holes in 
the line 
running  both 
on
 the ground 
and on other
 people. 
Uselton 
had  favorable 
comments
 for all of his 
run-
ning 
backs, 
especially  
those
 at the 
fullback  spot: 
Ray 
Garcia,
 a transfer 
from 
San Jose 
City  College, 
Rand Willard,
 a redshirt 
who 
transferred  from 
Ten-
nessee
 and started to 
work 
out as a 
defensive 
lineman  
last season,
 Stubblefield
 
and 
Thurmond  
Moore,  the 
only one
 in the group
 with 
playing  time as a 
Spartan.  
The 
supreme  
running  
effort  of the 
night
 was put 
on by 
freshman quarter-
back 
Paul  Catanese,
 from 
Cupertino  High 
School via 
UCLA
 and the 
Minnesota 
Twins minor league
 base-
ball system.
 On four 
carries,
 two of which were
 
scrambles,
 he picked up 
67 
yards.
 
J.J.  
Johnson,
 a 
recruit
 
from 
Laney  College, 
was
 
held in 
check  for the 
early
 
part of 
the night, then
 ex-
ploded for 
some long 
bursts  
from the 
line,  to finish 
with
 
38 yards in 12 times lugging 
the 
ball. 
Catanese 
had  an excep-
tional  night 
running
 the 
ball,  but had less success 
throwing it, attempting
 
three passes with one
 
find-
ing the mark
 for three 
yards. 
Ed Luther, who is ex-
pected to battle it out with 
Catanese for the starting 
quarterback 
job,
 missed on 
his first two attempts, 
them hit his last five for 46 
yards. Jim Miller, coming 
back from 
an
 off-season 
shoulder operation, was 
two of six for 18 yards. 
On the receiving end of 
those passes, walk-on Russ 
Hodges, a 6-foot -4 200 -
pound wide receiver from 
Chabot, pulled down three 
for 34 yards to lead the re-
ceiving corps. 
No one else had more 
than one reception. Steve 
Joyce,
 a walk-on last sea-
son who worked his 
way 
into a 
starting  spot until he 
injured his shoulder, pulled 
in 
one ball for 10 yards and 
a touchdown. 
NeAl. itason's Spartans 
should be a 
different  look 
than last year in some 
aspects, not only in the 
large 
amount of new 
players, 
but  in the way 
some of them will be play-
ing. 
The defensive backfield 
will have a decidedly dif-
ferent look. 
Coach  Dom 
Capers is trying to instill a 
new sense of "aggressive-
ness" in the secondary. In 
the  scrimmage, there were 
several pass interference 
penalties and a late hit in-
fraction called on the de-
fensive 
backs.  
"We have *out three or 
four guys back there who 
can 
really  hit," Capers 
said. "But this 
early,  a lot 
of penalties can be ex-
pected. We have to get 
those out." 
Head  coach Lynn Stiles 
said the team was getting 
better but work is still 
needed. 
"I think we 
have
 made 
some substantial
 im-
provements since last 
week," he said. 
"Based  on 
two weeks of practice we 
have improved but I'm still 
not 
satisfied.  We have a 
long 
way to go as far as 
fundamentals." 
After 
only  two weeks of 
practice, some 
key  players 
have been shelved with in-
juries. Tight end Vic Rakh-
shani is still 
nursing
 ten-
dinitis in his foot and defen-
sive lineman Bernard 
Justiniani is on crutches. 
Defensive back
 Steve 
Hines is recovering from a 
knee operation,
 fullback 
James Tucker is in street
 
clothes because of his knee 
injury. 
Rayford Roberson 
had his right elbow
 in 
bandages and Jeff Sch-
weiger's arm is still 
in a 
sling from a shoulder 
separation. 
"It's interesting, we had 
about six top players on the 
side, but when I looked on 
the field I don't 
think  any 
one position had that big of 
a drop-off," Stiles 
com-
mented. "When we have 
competitive guys 
who like 
to play, they rise to 
the  
occasion and get 
the job 
done when they know what 
they are doing." 
In addition to the seri-
ous injuries, some of the
 
walking wounded included 
defensive lineman
 De-
Porres Washington 
and 
running 
back
 Kevin Cole, 
both 
expected
 to be star-
ters. 
ASPB
 
PRESENTS
 
A BRIAN
 DE PALMA
 FILM 
CLIFF ROBERTSON 
GENEVIEVE
 BUJOID 
OBSESS/ON 
A bizarre story of love 
MORRIS 
DAILY  AUDITORIUM 
3,7
 Er 10- April 27th - $1.00
 
Vroom
 
unhappy
 
with
 
golf  
finish
 
In what 
golf  coach 
Jerry
 Vroom 
described  as a 
"disap-
pointing 
finish,"  
defending
 
champion
 SJSU 
took third
 
place 
with
 a 901 in 
the  54-hole 
U.S.  
Collegiate
 Invitational
 
at the 
Stanford
 Golf 
Course
 Thursday,
 Friday and 
Satur-
day. 
San  Diego 
State  won the 
Invitational
 with an 
887,
 10 
strokes  ahead 
of second 
place  
Stanford.
 
Last
 year SJSU 
won  the 
Invitational
 shooting 
a record 
870. 
Gerry 
Simoni,  a 
sophomore
 at San 
Diego  State won 
the
 
individual
 
competition,  
shooting
 a 215. 
Scott  Little 
had
 the best 
finish  for the 
Spartans tying
 
for a 
fifth with
 a 223. 
Vroom, 
who  felt the 
team should 
have either
 won the 
Invitational 
or finished 
second, 
attributed  
SJSU's  third 
place 
finish to 
mental 
errors. 
"Probably 
some faulty 
head  work 
contributed  for 
our
 
not being
 in contention
 for the 
team  
championship,"
 
Vroom said.
 
The 
Spartans  
did 
move  
up
 from fifth 
to third place in 
the final
 round 
of play. 
Other 
Spartan  
scores  
were:  Don Levin and Tom Pera, 
225; Eric 
Batten, 228;
 and Bob 
Fulton, 229.
 
One 
problem  
facing  
SJSU  is the uncertainty of the top 
six 
players.  
After  
eight  
matches,
 with 
four remaining,
 
Vroom is still 
experimenting  to find
 his best line-up 
by 
holding
 
playoffs  for the six, 
seventh  and eighth 
players  to 
see who
 plays in the 
last position 
on the team.
 
"They (the 
six, 
seven and eight players)
 have been 
consistently
 inconsistent for 
one to pull away from
 the 
pack,"
 Vroom 
explained.  
April 27-30
 the 
Spartans  
will be in 
Scottsdale,  Ariz. for 
the 54
-hole 
Sun  
Devil
-Thunderbird
 Golf 
Classic at the 
McCormick  Ranch. 
Vroom feels right now 
the chances of SJSU getting a 
NCAA 
bid are "pretty good," but 
he also said how they do 
in 
the  Sun Devil Classic will be 
important in receiving a 
bid since seven 
of the top 10 teams in 
the nation will be 
competing.
 
Some of the 
teams  competing are: defending NCAA 
champion Oklahoma State which returned 
all  six of its top 
players from last year's 
squad,  Brigham Young, Hous-
ton, Texas, San Diego State and host Arizona State. 
* 
* * 
* * * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
Did you 
ever 
wonder
 what 
it * 
would feel
 like in the sky, 
* 
under 
canopy!
 
Experience
 a 
* 
natural
 high
-try 
sport 
parachuting. * 
First  Jump
 
Course
 
* 
Group 
Rates  
Wed. 
 Fri. 
415-635-4151  
* 
Sat. Er Sun.
 415-757-9957 
* 
ASK FOR 
JEFF 
Steven's
 
Para
-loft 
School
 of 
Sport  
Parachuting
 
* 
* 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
A 
SPECIAL  OFFER TO SJSU STUDENTS
 ONLY 
Like this view?
 
What
 if 
you  
were 
sitting
 
in the 
other 
endzone?
 
IF 
YOU 
PREFER
 
SIDELINE
 
SEATS,  
READ
 
ON.  
1977 
SPARTAN
 FOOTBALL
 SEASON
 TICKETS ARE ON 
SALE!
 
Last year, for the first time, the SJSU Athletic 
Department  offered 
Student
 Season 
Football 
Tickets
 for sale. The 
results
 
were
 
phenomenal.
 The student section of Spartan
 Stadium was jammed with SJSU 
Student Body 
members  
for
 every 
game.  
This year, you may purchase two 
student tickets to each of five great home games for just
 $15. The separate cost 
at the gate would 
be $30. Why can we make this offer? There must 
be a catch.  There is. This great price is available 
only until May 20. From now until then is a quiet time 
for our ticket office, which makes processing your order less 
expensive. We can only fill 2,000 
of these "2 for 1" orders, so don't wait till the 
May  20 deadline. Act right away to 
avoid  being shutout! 
Students  graduating 
this
 spring are eligible for
 this offer. 
After May 20, or the sale of 2,000
 "2 for 1" student tickets, the price 
goes up. Take a moment now to 
complete  
the 
form below, include your payment 
of
 $15 
(no 
cash 
in 
the  mail, please), and 
send it to ATHLETIC TICKET OFFICE, 
SJSU,  SAN JOSE, CA. 95912. Telephone 
(408)  
277-3241
 
for  the answers to any of your 
questions.  
1977 SPARTAN
 FOOTBALL 
SCHEDULE  
Sep  
Oct. 
Nov. 
10 at Utah State 7:30
 PM 
17 at Washington 1.30 PM 
24 FULLERTON STATE 730
 PM 
1 at 
California  
8 
SANTA 
CLARA 
15 
at Long 
Beach State
 
22 
at 
Fresnu
 State
 
29 UOP 
5 
HAWAII  
12 
at 
Stanford
 
26 
SAN  DIEGO 
STATE 
1:00 PM 
7:30
 PM 
7:30  
PM
 
7:30 
PM 
730 
PM 
1:00 PM 
1:00 PM 
1:00 PM 
1977 SJSU 
FOOTBALL SEASON 
TICKET ORDER 
Name: 
Address: 
City: 
Phone:
 ( I 
State: 
Zip:  _ 
I hereby 
apply  fur two SJSU Student 
Season
 Football 
Tickets at the "2 for 
1"
 price of $15, and have enclosed
 
payment.  
You May Mail 
This  Form To The Athletic Ticket Office In 
Room 115 Of The Men's Gym Open Monday-Friday, 10 AM -
5 PM) Until 5 PM May 20 To 
Take 
Advantage
 Of 
This 
Offer. 
Call 14081 277-3241
 With Any 
Questions.
 
Make
 
Checks  
Payable
 To "SJSU 
Football."  
April 26, 
1107,
 
Page
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No 
human
 
rights
 
for 
Nakasone,  
Gibbons  
foes
 
By 
Russell  
Ingold  
Yosh 
Uchida
 has 
ac-
complished
 
that 
which  
everyone
 before
 and 
after, 
including
 Henry 
Kissinger,
 
tried 
vainly 
to do: 
bring 
to-
gether 
the 
East  and 
the 
West in a 
winning, 
harmon-
ious,
 and 
profitable
 
com-
bination.
 
True, 
SJSU 
coach  
Uch-
ida 
hasn't  
had  to 
contend  
with 
that  one 
small 
pro-
blem (the
 
Russians),
 but
 
his 
policy 
on judo 
detente 
has 
masterfully
 united
 two 
young
 men 
(Keith  Naka-
sone
 and 
Shawn 
Gibbons)
 
from
 
radically
 
different
 
hemispheres
 
(Eastern  and
 
Western)
 and weight
 clas-
ses  (132 and 
heavyweight.)
 
Uchida has 
peacefully 
brought
 
together  
two 
forces
 which 
have  only 
one  
visible
 common 
bond:  they 
are 
both 
such 
powerful  
competitors  
that
 they 
de-
prive
 all 
opposition  
the hu-
man 
rights  of 
victory.
 
President  
Carter,  you
 ain't 
seen 
nothin'  
yet.
 
The 
most 
dramatic
 
example
 of 
this duo's
 totali-
tarian  
domination
 
came 
April 15-16 at the AAU Na-
tionals in St 
Louis.  
Nakasone, from Oki-
nawa, Japan, won the na-
tional title by 
sweeping  six 
straight matches, and Gib-
bons, 
from  far away in the 
opposite direction 
(St. 
Petersburg, Florida), ac-
quired
 his No. 1 medal in 
five straight.
 
The truly remarkable
 
aspect of their victories is 
not the fact that they de-
feated the best competition 
(as  far as both quantity and 
quality) in the 
United 
States.
 
Nor was it the astonish-
ing truth 
of their awesome 
domination of their oppo-
nents: they won 
all  match-
es by a 
full point, the high-
est score possible.
 
Nakasone and Gibbons 
really showed 
their power 
through the way they car-
ried out their 
extermina-
tion terrorism to the most 
minute  detail. Employing 
all the tolerance and 
humanitarian instincts of a 
Josef Stalin, the Spartan 
duo,
 in all their matches 
combined, allowed a 
grand 
total of one 
score of any 
kind. 
One.  That 
one was 
a 
half
-point  ( 
waza
 
scored against 
Gibbons in 
his 
first  match. 
And  that 
was 
it. 
Nakasone conceded 
absolutely 
nothing  - not 
even a 
penalty  point. 
Gib-
bons should 
be
 ashamed. 
But it is true 
that
 Gib-
bons is only a 
freshman, as 
Uchida diplomatically al-
luded to: "He did
 an out-
standing job 
(in  the 
AAU's). 
He's gaining a lot
 
of confidence in himself." 
It's 
still  not too 
shabby  
to be the 
only
 judoist in his-
tory to 
win both 
the AAU 
finals  and the 
U.S. National
 
Collegiates  as 
a freshman. 
Nakasone,  who 
in his 
third 
year has 
also won 
both,
 didn't have any  diffi-
culty with his 
mat  tech-
nique in 
St.  Louis. 
"The
 coach told 
me be-
fore the 
AAU's that I 
was  
good on the 
mat,"  Naka-
sone said. 
"He said nobody
 
should 
beat me 
when
 we're 
down on the
 mat. 
"What
 I had to 
avoid 
USF 
drops  
to 10-48, 
team 
remains
 
intact  
By Rich 
Freedman  
Ken Bowman quit pro-
fessional
 baseball one year 
ago 
so he could teach the 
handicapped during the 
summer. 
He ended up coaching 
the University of San Fran-
cisco team this season. 
Some say he's still tei,ching 
the 
handicapped.  
The Dons, mired in their 
worst season ever, have 
won two games in 30 con-
tests and are 10-48 overall. 
Dante Benedetti, 
the 
USF coach of 14 
seasons,  
had to take a leave of ab-
sence 
several  weeks ago 
beCause of family health 
problems, leaving 
Bowman 
with the less than envious 
task of taking 
control
 of the 
team. 
 After 58 games, the for-
mer USF 
pitcher  knows 
what it was like
 to 
pilot
 the 
Hindenburg.  
'Its
 
been
 a long 
year.' 
the 24 -year -old instructor 
said. "I've used all 
the psy-
chology I know. 
My inex-
perience
 in coaching has 
hurt
 us." 
Players with
 very little 
baseball 
talent 
hasn't  
helped,
 either. 
The 
lowest
 earned run 
average 
on the team 
is 5.28, 
and 
one  
pitcher
 - 
John
 
Pachetti
 - is 0-10 
in league 
play.
 
"Despite 
the record,"
 
Bowman  
said.  
"These
 guys 
are 
winners."  
Bowman
 
said the
 
team's
 
ineptness  
stems 
from the 
fact that the
 base-
ball club
 gets 
no
 scholar-
ships 
and 
most  of 
the 
money 
for 
the  
program
 
comes
 
from  
Benedetti's
 
pockets. 
"Dante
 even
 pays
 for 
sandwiches
 for 
both
 teams
 
between
 
doubleheaders,"
 
Bowman
 
said. 
-Mat's
 
SI:10."
 
 
Bowman
 
came 
to USF
 
after 
a 
pitching  
career 
at 
Crestmoor
 
High 
in 
San  
Bruno
 in 
1970.  
"Dante  
offered
 me a 
scholarship  
without  ever 
seeing 
me
 pitch," 
Bowman  
said.
 "He took 
the  word Of 
my high 
school coach."
 
After four 
years  at 
USF,
 
Bowman
 played two
 sea-
sons with 
lower division
 
affiliates
 of the 
Oakland  
A's. He 
was sent 
an
 "AA" 
contract,
 but 
returned
 it. 
"I 
wanted to be 
with my 
wife
 more and 
teach spe-
cial 
education,"
 Bowman
 
said.
 
Then 
the  USF 
offer 
came.
 
"It's 
been a 
learning 
experience
 for all of 
us,"  he 
acknowledged.
 
Surprisingly,
 nobody 
has quit 
the team, 
accord-
ing to Bowman.
 But during 
the 
Spartan
 Baseball
 Clas-
sic last month
 against 
SJSU, the
 Dons erupted
 
among
 themselves
 with 
several
 players 
throwing 
punches.  
"When
 you lose 
uften,  it 
magnifies
 things 
100 
times,"
 the 
slim  coach 
said. 
Bowman said 
opponents  
respect 
the losingest
 club 
in the 
Northern  California 
Baseball Association
 des-
pite the 
incredibly  bad re-
cord. 
"When we 
had the fight, 
San Jose
 State could 
have  
jumped all over us," 
Bow-
man said. 
"But they 
didn't say a 
word. I have to praise
 them 
and coach
 Gene Menges. It 
showed a lot of class." 
Bowman said the USF 
baseball 
program
 is not 
one that 
necessarily  sur-
vives to develop pro pros-
pects, but to 
give  players a 
chance to play. 
"One 
pitcher, Vic Guin-
asso,  couldn't even reach 
home plate at the start 
of 
the 
year," Bowman said. 
While Guinasso
 has ap-
parently found the 
plate, 
opposing 
batters have 
found a way 
to keep it from 
the 
catcher:  
"Guinasso's  
earned  run 
average
 is 8.91. 
"But  the 
guy's
 a gen-
ius," 
Bowman
 claimed.
 
"He 
applied  for 
14 account-
ant  job§ 
and
 got 
accepted
 
stall 14." 
Bowman 
said
 he's 
got-
ten  an 
offer
 to coach
 a local 
high 
school  team,
 but may 
return
 to 
USF.  
"I don't want
 to leave 
with things 
the way they 
are," 
he said. 
One of Bowman's
 first 
efforts next 
season  may be 
re -negotiating
 a contract: 
he doesn't  get 
paid.  
COPIES
 
3C 
overnight  
no
 
minimum 
KINKO'S
 
123  S 
3'd St 
295-4336
 
PERSIAN
 CARAVAN 
TOUR  8 TRAVEL 
INTERNATIONAL
 & 
DOMESTIC
 
BONDED  
& 
INSURED
 
AGENT  
322 
E 
SANTA
 CLARA
 ST 
286-3344
 286-3343 
ASPB 
AND RHAC PRESENTS
 
I 
%111l
 dud
 
I:\\II  
Friday,  
April  
29th,  9 
PM
 
Student
 Union 
Ballroom
 
Tickets:
 
$3.50  
RHAC
 card 
holders, $4.50 
Students
 
$5.50  
General
 
On 
sale  
at
 the
 A.S.
 
Business
 
Office,  all BASS 
outlets,
 
Underground
 
Records
 
and  at the door 
were these big opportuni-
ties 
that were staring at me 
, the face 
and I'd let 
them 
get 
away.  In 
the
 AAU's.
 
though,
 it 
all  
worked.
 I took 
advantage."  
Uchida's  
bargaining
 
was 
the factor
 which 
first 
brought 
the 
East-West  
superstars
 to SJSU,
 but 
that  is 
not
 to say 
that the 
other 
Spartan  
delegates  
re-
present 
the Third
 World. 
On the 
contrary,
 fast -
rising 
Brewster  
Thompson,
 
Leonard
 Urso.
 David 
Fail-
hara.
 Mike 
Kessler,
 Rod 
Collins,  
Lindy  
Hands and 
many 
more all 
have 
explo-
sive 
nuclear  
potential.  
Nakasone
 and
 
Gibbons
 
are 
fortunate  
indeed  
that
 
none of 
these  major 
chal-
lengers are 
in their weight 
classes. If that were not so, 
trying to become
 the SJSU 
champion might truly 
be
 as 
challenging as aiming for 
the 
national  title. 
But the unity of the 
16th
 
Spartan  U.S. 
championship  
team is 
certainly
 more 
significant  than the trivial 
divisions within it. 
"My 
teammates  
gave
 
me confidence throughout
 
my matches," 
Nakasone 
confirmed.  "At the AAU's, 
all the 
fans in St. Louis 
were for the other guy. But 
there was this
 one little 
group of 
my
 teammates, 
ho 
kept
 me 
going.
 It 
was 
utally. really
 nice." 
The tournament judges 
must  have thought Naka-
sone and 
Gibbons were 
really au t too, despiic 
their "big meanie" tenden-
cies. Alter Keith easily 
muzzled George Cozzi of 
Chicago in the final. and 
Shawn unhooked Charles 
Hooks from 
Cleveland. 
Ohio, for his championship, 
they were respective reci-
pients
 of the Sportsman-
ship Award 
and Inspira-
tional Award. 
"I wasn't 
really
 sure 
who I inspii ed," Gibbons 
said. 
"I don't 
know  why they 
gave it 
to me. I play like 
everyone  else," 
Nakasone 
said
 
Apparently,
 the 
two  
Spartans
 have 
learned
 to 
become amiable barbar-
ians They can 
annihilate 
their  
opposition
 politely
 
They 
may  give you a case 
of poisoned
 beer, but 
at
 
least it'll be Michelob 
These 
friendly 
bullies  
seem  to 
have
 won it all. 
In 
the 
United States, 
there  is 
nowhere  for them
 to go but 
down. 
However.
 there 
is
 
one big 
challenge  
left
 - the 
tryouts  
for
 the 
World  
Games 
in 
Barcelona,
 
Spain.  this 
September,  for 
which they 
qualified  by 
vir-
tue  
of their first -place AAU 
finish. 
Uchida.  
Nakasone  and 
Gibbons will
 have to 
outline
 
strategy  for 
their 
foreign  
policy in 
dealing
 with 
the 
Spain
 
uprising.
 It's 
quite 
obvious. 
though, 
that no 
matter
 what the 
final truce
 
will 
bring,  the 
only 
policy  
foreign
 to 
these  Big 
Three 
is called 
"losing " 
MARK'S
 
STEREO
 
Buy
 8c 
Trade  
29313990
 
74 
E. San
 
Fernando
 
I 
Block from 
Campus 
classifieds
 
:: 
h. announcements 
KUNG
 FU, WOMEN'S SELF-
DEFENSE,
 Er various 
inental
 
Sr
 
physical training programs are 
available at the Institute of Psy-
cho -Physical Development, Inc 
la non profit organization). Full 
time students get a 15% 
discount 
on 
all classes For information on 
specific  courses, call 293-6611 or 
write or drop by: 325 S. 1st Si.. 
4th Floor. San Jose 
PEER 
DROP IN CENTER 
is the
 one 
place on campus where you can 
always find warm friendly & open 
people to talk to. 
Stop by Ea see 
us soon Open 10-5 MTh Et 10-3 
on Friday. 
Located in the Diablo 
floors. 3rel floor Student Union 
Bartender's 
Opportunities  
Now learn the skills needed to get 
that summer  
lot'
 yOu will  
be 
look
 
mg for soon. Let the 
Master of 
the trade. Harry Higgins teach 
you in 7 to 4 weeks how to be a 
last, poofessional bartendei. San 
no
 Clara Bartender's School, 
253  
N 4th. San Jose. Call now. 
293-5416. 
POETRY WANTED for Anthology 
Include stamped envelope. Cal 
temporary Literature Press San 
Francisco. 94126 
THE CHRISTIANf SCIENCE 
ORGANIZATION
 is meeting 3:30 
Wednesdays
 in BC 214. Everyone 
welcome 
WANTED DESPERATELY: Any 
and 
all  Michael Nesmith  Records 
(LP's) Most be in good conditer 
in° cracks or scrathces). 
Will  
Pay  
top 
$S
 If 
vain
 
don't  
have  any, ask 
your friends C.ill Jeff at 277-3175 
(days) or 2981215 levesl.  
COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP: 
Discover your 
existing corn 
munication pattern, and learn 
new interaction skills which will 
facilate inter personal closeness 
Included is assertiveness
 com-
munication. Cost $15 Call Cliff 
Brothers, M.S at 288-6768 Mr 
leave a message at 746-6033 
automotive  
VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE All 
work guaranteed. Free house 
calls in central S.J. Tune-up in 
eluding parts from $22. Car 
burettes reliant front $17 Also 
other, work brakes, electrical. 
engines rebuilt, etc. Diagnosis Er 
appraisal service for prospective 
VW 
buyers. 
Phone 
Dan  at 
293 4616 evenings.
 
CORY ENTERPRISES AUTO 
1300Y 
663  N Kest Rd 
17
 
926 4418 Oualoty Work at Rea-
sonable Rates Hood Scoops & 
I mike flaws Moulded, Free Es 
enterers  
70 Buick - Excellent
 wrking cond, 
%CO Call 275 1568 after 4 
or on 
weekends. 
134 Olds Cutlass. Good eng. New 
tires, AT. Radio, White w/red 
int. 
orig.  owner 9350259-5930. 
'74 CHEVY
 IMPALA-aut. AC. Hrd 
top pwr steering.'pwr brakes 
$2851)
 or bst
 offer call 267-8745 
aft
 
61,1,1
 
'71 Honda 
61.-175
 on 'off road. 
70 
mpg, 6k mi. Great
 Conti . 
Helmet, tune-up 5375 'offer 
'Oa Yams -ha 125  
twin, helmet, new 
tees, tune-up 
Excel. cond 
5300/offer.  Call 9960966.  
71 PINTO 
AT. new
 brakes, 
carb. Good cond. 61.100 neg 
Call 292 8650 afts Fr ceps 
:: 
entertainment
 : 
A 
MAN
 
IN A CAKE A 
surprise  
see 
,ice
 for womeriS 
birthdays 
-Mowers arid bachelorette par 
iiins A 
;settee
 seen nri request 
..66
 716/
 
for sale 
: 
CASH for 
books and recce& 
t'hurie 
7856275
 
Recycle Book 
store 98 E San Fernando, S.I 
Selection of 
used books It 
records 
GREAT'   
BURY 
Natural  Peanut 
Snack
 
moque package of high energy. 
Ii,,
 an active person. Wnte for 
sample 
BUZZY.  P0 Box 8931. 
S J 
95150  
.ti 
HONEY 
Locally
 produced 
Rtithre 
s Honey 
1025 Bed Ave S J 
293 
1307
 
37 WAYS
 TO MAKE 
MONEY 
WHEN 
YOU'RE
 OUT 
OF 
WORK"
 :ienif 94 
to Metro P 
LI 
Box 1913. 10a5 
Meridian Ave 
Ni,
 44. San 
Jose %109. _ 
Don't stay 
home  to answer 
the 
photo..  L et 
ins sell it 
for 
you We 
rake
 men tombs, on 
consign 
,tient Sporting
 quoits, photo 
equipment, 
campng equipin,
 it, 
stereos.
 typerwriters, anything
 
you have to sell except clothing 
and stuffed
 furniture Call The 
Outlet.
 293-0928 174 
South  1st 
St., 5.1 Hours Noon 5 
prn Clos 
Sa 
WHAT
 Hi.AbVE'VOU'
 GOT
 TO 
LOSE?  
las much Gras
 Reeds 
you  want 
you  decide) 
T HE 
SHAKLEE  WAY 
SLIMMING PLAN: 
 See 
results the first 
week 
 
Get  the nutrients
 you need 
 Entoy easy 
in
 prepare
 meals 
 Eat a variety 
of foods 
 Cut calories without 
counting  
Call Bob 2681453 been 5-7 p.m. 
PLEASE HELP US. We are two
 
beautiful black, silver arid tan
 
German Shepherd 
girls  lust 9 
months
 old with shots
 9 obe-
ekeme training.
 We have a lot 
of
 
love to give 
Et Our 
owner 
wants 
only $35 for boA of us but we'oe 
worth 
much inore. 11 your 
home 
'weds  love please call 245-29% 
TYPEWRITER, Standard,
 
Sewing machine, 
Kenmore
 
zigzag 
ptble.  
$50.  Hoover uptight 
vacuum. 935. Call  297 7679 any-
time before 13Form.
 
SS 
I:. 
help 
wanted 
OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY
 
FOR SPARE TIME 
CASH
 
II 
yule  
think you might be interested 111 
talking  to Homeowners about 
.nergy conservation. while wok 
mg 
appointments for our repro 
sentatives, no show how instate 
ion will Save them 
money Er 
energy; 
you'll ewe as much of 
inore 
money  that, most people 
you know who work full 
time.  
Call 966-8486 between 9-11 am 
M.W F ask for 
Mr. Angelo. 
KV-13N SELLING CAN HELP 
YOU 
EARN MONEY FOR COLLEGE 
Flexible hours. Call 2572560.
  
Summer Jobs' Forest Service 
How, Where, When to Apply. 
Complete leformation. 83. Mis-
sion Mountain Co., Box 777J. 
116 6th Ave.,
 Polson More. 
nn98ti0 
Marrieci-eouplesNeed Et enjoy 
hildren? Surrogate Parents, Call 
961 5928. 
"Saw  Our Water". Sell Basic -H 
and other 
Shaklee
 Products. Call 
Bob 266-1453 
between 5-7 pm 
40% Profit. 
_ 
. 
SCALE Black and 
Chicano  Pride 
Coordinators positions: Super 
visits SJSU
 volunteers to develop 
Ethnic Studies curriculum
 101 
school 
districts.
 Work 
Stet&
 
positions 
Come to the Student 
Programs arid Services 
Office
 for 
if Ponnalioi t and applications. 
Local 
Amway  distributor 
offers
 op-
portunity fur good 
earnings.  You 
pick the hours
 We train. For in-
terview, e all Dean or Carla Meier 
Inger 
227  2125.
 
Part time sale 
in Fine Jewelry. 
Some
 Exper. Call 
266.6341.  
P. housing 
Live on 
campus, walk 
to
 classes, 
San Jose 
Residence  Club, 202 S 
11th Fan 
Seniors 0 Grad 
students, off 
street parking, kit. 
then TV Fireplace,
 Piano. Pool 
ratite,. Ping 
Pang, Courtyard, 
Completely
 Furnished, Linen 
Sef - 
vice, Shared
 Rooms $94 mo.. 924 
weekly.
 Single
 Rooms 1150 mo . 
937.50
 weekly
 legate at 
122  N 
8th St , 293 
7374. 
The 470 Apartments,
 4/6
 .-. 
Si 287 
IWO  Taking 
applications
 
fie 
sunnier school students 
2BR,
 2 BA $175 
3BR.
 2 BA 4190 
Underground 
parking.
 spacious 
epees. heated_pool 
Unfum./turn.
 1 
bdrrn.
 apt . clean,
 
quiet. 
no children or 
vvatetherli  
1140 1155. mo. 
Available  April 
17th.  545 S. 9th Si. 
2997934
 
Specious,
 
quiet  1 
Brien 
Apt  
150tno.  f 
dep.
 All ufils 
pd
 
Near 
SJSU.  
Prefer
 non 
smoke!  
288 6356 alter 
6pm
 
WON'T LAST 
nonut, dash to 
class.  Stellnlef 
Fall 
apple.atiOns  
now hi we;
 
taken. 230 
E Sari
 
Salvador 
Sr
 
I/St-loss from 
Duncan  Hall) Call 
294 6028 Ask for J 
B (Apra on 
fyI 
SWrious 
students, 
share
 moo 
comfortable
 home of 
retired 
teacher
 Beautiful 
large' corner 
heft, ENO. $80 ' mo 
ut and 
HeaLly May 1St 
rall -
292 
2316  
evenings_
 
1 
kat 
L. 
and 
found  
HP -21 
Calculstor, an 
Monday.
 
4 
18, after 8 
pee Please 
call 
/33 
1145 
LOST 
KEYS  on 
cansink
 Vvn.dmis
 
day
 If found,
 unease 
tootact  
293199k 
I:. 
personals
 
GAY
 MEN AND WOMEN 
in the San Jose 
conlolunev
 the Gay 
Students 
Union  metes every 
Theis at 8 p 
ei
 in the Student 
U111011 We 
offer  an informal 
atmosphere for gay people 
to 
nieet. make 
friends and explore 
different aspects 
of our gayness 
If you 
are entente; gay life 
for the 
first tam you will 
find  GSU a 
friendly 
place to come out 
Those 
of us who need 
to love and be 
loved
 by members
 of our own
 sex 
need each 
other  For inore 
Infer 
mation about 
OW
 meetings mill 
activities 
watch  the 
Spadework.
 
me call the 'Mures:eon Offs., 
798
 C,Ati WE RF HERE WE 
L.AF1E ATTEND' 
MEETING
 PEOPLE 
YOU REALLY 
LIKE has
 never 
been
 easy 
Until  'now At 
VIDEOBRIDGE
 you 
See 
anti hear
 
informal
 
interviews
 
of 
people
 you'd like to 
know
 bet 
tie on our video 
tape television 
system. You
 meet ools 
the pre, 
ple 
VOU Wale 
In hlef.1
 and 
wile.  
want to mots you 
and 
yoor  
ilfilifley IS 
al. lyS 
protected  If 
you 
want
 no 
make
 
sow awn 
choices.
 and 
.control
 
your own 
Sol,,al 
detains 
call  us for 
more 
nefroomation
 on a free demonstra-
tion. 
Rerne:ril,  yOU Only 
live
 
WICe . 
' 13 
'oil, Ile most 
of
 al 
Call 744 
'13(.  
VIDFORRIDGE
 
open 
M F 11 9 pin. Et 
Sat 
116
 
pre Ask about
 Om 
stollen,
 
fir, 
f.oufll 
For 
Permanent
 Hair 
Removal,  
Call  
Registered
 Electrologist
 at 235 F 
Santa 
Clara St. 294 4499
 
Transcendental
 
Hesitation/  
It. 
terested
 in TM tee 
din. I like the
 
18$  awe? Read 
thi. RELAXA 
ION RESPONSE
 cv Herbed
 
Benson,
 MD. 
Price  
i t5 
WANTED 
DESPERATELY:  Any 
nand all 
Michael  
Nesmith
 Ree 
oats  
ILP'sn.
 Most 
bra in good
 toi 
nation  
Ole 
scratchis  or 
eraeks)
 Will  
pay
 
top 
$e If you don't
 have any,  
ask
 
your 
friends. Call 
Jeff
 at 277 3175 
Idaysi
 a 296 1215 leves)
 
OFF.
 . 
ER of 
one 
starseed
 lure,
 one 
slaver
 stasis 
box  and a 
five 
 mute ride 
On a 
freesias  
bandersnatch.
 KDAT
 LY NO 
WHAT 
HAVEGOT
 TO 
LOBE?  
las 
Much  Of as 
lithe  as yOu 
wale
 
you 
dislike
 
THE  SHAK1 FE 
WAY 
SLIMMING  
PLAN 
 
Sie. results 
then first week 
 Get the 
nutrients
 
you need 
 Feeney easy -to 
prepare
 meals 
 Eat
 it variety
 of foods
 
 Col 
:41olles 
Ltll Bul, 266. 
1453
 btwn 5 
/p. no 
. . 
services
 
TYPING 
- IBM 
SELECTRIC  
7533084
 
Reports. 
Theses 
Resumes,
 Term 
Papers.  
Letters,  
Etc
 Pick 
un and 
delivery
 at SJSU 
INTELLIGENT
 
TYPING
-editing.
 
form 
grarnewe.
 
It
 tapes 
Call  be 
twerm 
9 a 
m 9 
,111 
Malr01.  
Ref0/85. 
996 1265 
TYPING-  
TRANSCRIPTION
 -Ten,' 
papers,
 
reueues  
Mews
 
senior  
projects,  
letters,
 
et,,
 
/5, 
pate.  
and 
up. IBM 
Correction  
Sere 
trees  
Small  hosc 
-ten, a 
counts  
snit. 
iled  Call 
26a 
4525  
ii 
it child 
answers
 don't
 hang ei.
 lsk
 for
 
I 1 
Pe
 cARTLR
 
NORTH  
VALLEY  
SECRETARIAL
 SER 
VICE.
 263 45113
 
Las "THE
 
SECRETARY"
 
type
 your
 
thesis,
 report
 or teen
 paper
 Fast 
and 
elfin:met
 IBM 
Sel 
Carer  
tong 
Weekends  
also 
available  
446-  lblb 
ask for 
Betty 
Dissertation
 
design
 
or
 
Platys.
 
blues?  
Call
 ACM L 
at 326 
/175  
TYPING
 
SERVICE.
 Quality
 
norn.  
Fast
 
Pc.r.ni
 tittle
 
1.41,  
: 
San  
Jose  
Ann 
Hush,
 
b78 
3891 
UNPLANNED
 
PREGNANCY
 
hell 
Pogo/int
 
y 
te,t 
cnivlsehnii
 
On 
J1111.11.110/0S  
10 
11100/1J:ii.
 
Competent
 
pregnancy
 
twine.
 
tiOn
 All
 
services
 
confidential
 
Call
 CHOICE 
31,87/66 
_ 
Oetes-get
 
most  
low,  
voof 
sof  411 
life 
Let  kis 
hell,
 
you  
01113110,
 
nap, 
sent
 in 
disinreent  
enceloo.  
All  
info
 
conlitleetial
 
Mann''
 
maker.  PO 
Box 
24611t. 
San 
JOY  
CA %154 
WEDDING
 
PHOTOS
 f 
LI I. 1 
COLOR
 
Complete
 lowest price 
wall
 
Call  Lis- 
29941539 
Res 
P11011..iiIONAL
 
DEVELOPMENT
 
SLISVILLS
 
(PEERS
 
DATA  
ANALYSIS
 
skfiViCkS
 
 DA IA 
SCORING
 
CODING  
' 
DATA
 
PROCESSING
 
' 
INTERPRETATION
 
AND 
REPORT
 
INC,
 
OF 
DATA  
frEASONAll
 
if 
HAILS 
cAli 
14061 262 8/00 
FOR FREE CON 
SUL TATION AND 
ESTIMATE  
EXPERIENCED THESIS
 
Iv
 
FIST  
Mister's 
14001,11, 
Dissent.. 
eons 
Marianne  i[11111/0114, Lt. 
Gatos. Ca 
137 Escobar Ave , 
35604248  
Computing
 Stay Within
 Your Own 
Field And 
l-aim 0111 V01.11 
C01.  
puter 
Work
 U0.0.14,11167
 4133 
_ 
WILL DO 
TYPING:  Fast, 
Neat.  Ac 
cur . 
Goal
 
St pg Call Diane at 
377 7925 
BUSINESS  
OPPORTUNITY
-I Shift 
envelopes 150 per 100 passable 
Send 
S A S E. to. A L 
Rude
 
guez 1212 E. William St . San 
Jose,  
CA.  95116 
Getting Married?
 Need a Wedikng 
Cake? Choose from 
hundra's  of 
pictures. Call 
Marsha Schneider 
at 2673756  
Typing SerViCee IBM 
Selectee 
Reasonable rates Call Dorothy at 
265-8753
 
Typing - Theses, term 
papers
 Ex 
perienced and Fast 269-8574. 
StereOS 
 
x::
 
SAVE THIS AD Before you pia 
chase
 costly stereo equipment.
 
check with us for discounts Oil 
200 
mato,  brriods of 
Audio,
 TV. 
tape, 
car stereo etc Advice on 
purchasing
 the  Right gear the 
first time teeth no hassles We 
manufacture  a complete line of 
Hi Fi speakers 
and blank terse 
ding tape 
sold
 wholesale to 
the 
public
 
SOL111th  
U11111110,  
998-265)
 
T..,
 In 
12-5 
travel 
PASSPORT & 
IL) Photo Special - 
$2 off w art for 2 ,..colur Of 4 BEM 
photos. Regular price 17 50 JMJ 
PHOTOGRAPHY. 293 7000. 20 
PaSeu 
tian /Monne, 
SJ 
tWeen 
1StFr  
2oini
 
Sheet
 i 
CHARTER 
FLIGHTS Paris 
London
 
sue ItIrnt M1k111 
Frankfort 
ZUFIC11
 Athens 
Rome 
Brussels  
Israel
 
Usti°.
 
Hong
 Kong 
M01111:11 
1111111101110%
 
l:011,10.1 New 
York
 
Hawaii 
11,0,1 
seri,
 es 
avail
 
able Euriel 
Pass  Bo hall 
Pass  
International Student 
Math  
ty Card 
Issuance Youth
 Hos 
tel 
Cards  
Overseas Job 
Placement iStaleets
 Otoly) 
Tour leturinatem iBadgeil
 
Students
 letraeuropean 
Flights & 
Tfi11115 
Camping  tours in 
Eur  
ope Student Flights to 
Asia, 
Africa. 
Australia, Et Middle East 
front
 
Europe
 
Travelers
 
In-
surance 
Devil  Publications 
. . Car I. easog and 
Purchasing 
. Studenten roills 10 1E130/ & 
USSR
 
time tame!
 
Contact 
Roo B Day. 
at CAMPUS 
TRAVEL  ADVISORS. 505 S 
10th St at Williams Si 
San 
Jose,
 CA 
95111  
nAlfil 292 1613,  
Mon.
 Fri Ban: 
bI,rrn. 
or 
by 
_eppointinent  
2591091)
 
EUROPE  
ISRAEL AFRICA 
Student
 charter 
flights year 
rd. 1SCA
 1609 
Westwoorl  
Blvd
 #103 L A Calif
 
90024  
12131826
 56%. 
87110955
 
Low 
Cost Flights 
110000  
troni 
$258 
Israel
 
liniml
 
$4139 
Al,,,:si and the
 
far 
Easi Call
 Toll 
Free serape
 
lirn I [nil 
M001233-7675
 
_. 
GOING ABROAD,
 Chalices are you 
need apoloances that operate on 
220 
volt 50 cycle We carry a 
variety of 
220 volt appliances
 
ARIS EXPORT CO.
 6419 Tel,, 
graph  02001 Oak 
looti  I Cl. 
415654 4751 
_ 
MeinGen holiday 
ahead?  Read prat-
titnil diary ill 5.000 tale trio in 
Mexico $2 Joyce
 Roerher.
 616 
S. 
31st
 As,n, Yakima. 
WA
 9E902 
Let our
 
Hard Working(???) 
Classified 
Manager
 
Handle all of your
 
Advertising
 needs 
Classified
 
Rates
 
One 
day 
Two 
days 
Three Four
 
days 
days 
Five  
days
 
Each 
addi
 
tional
 
day 
!lines  
$150
 
200 275
 240
 750 
35 
4 
lines
 
700 2 50 275 
790
 
3 00 35 
5 
Imes 
250 300 
325 340
 
3.50 
35
 
6 
lingS  
300 3 50 315
 
390 400 
35
 
Eech additional 
line add 
50
 
50
 50 
50 50 
Minimum  
Three 
Lines  One 
Day 
Semester rote
 (all issues)
 825.00 
Check
 a 
Classification
 
Announrem.,  us
 
ii 
Help Wanted
 
Automotive  
in Houston;
 
ii 
Entertainment
 
ii 
For  
Sale
 
I
 
Services
 
i 
Transportation  
I Lost and Found 
it 
Travel
 
I Persorwls 
_ 
. 
Print
 na me_ 
Athirst's
 
City 
Print
 Your 
Ad Here:
 
lllll  I appro. 
30 
let tors and stiaceS for
 
each
 linel 
SEND CHECK, 
MONEY ORDER 
OR CASH 
TO
 
SPARTAN 
DAILY  
CLASSIFIED
 
SAN 
JOSE  STATE 
UNIVERSITY  
SAN 
JOSE.  
CALIFORNIA  
95114 
Phone
 
Enclosed
 
he  
For - 
Ela vs 
' Deadline, two days 
poor
 to pub 
location 
'Conwcuttve  pilblication
 Motet or, 
ty 
 No refunds on cancelled  ails 
April 26, 19Te, ag 8 
No 
training
 in 
English  
Profs
 
called  
unready
 
By Id Flakes 
The inadequate pre-
paration of teachers in 
reading and writing may 
be one of several reasons 
students graduate from 
high school and college 
lacking skills, according to 
several
 SJSU education 
and English instructors. 
Other reasons cited in-
clude instructors
 teaching 
English
 without it being 
their primary fieid, compo-
sition courses that involve 
no writing and the cutting 
off of reading 
classes after 
elementary school. 
Dr. 
Daniel  Buerger, 
assistant 
professor of 
English,
 said teachers 
have 
been sent out with 
little 
preparation  in how to 
instruct
 
composition
 
courses and thus
 have had 
to teach 
composition  by 
trial and 
error. 
Only
 in 
the 
last 
few 
years 
have 
books
 on 
in-
structing
 
composition
 
been 
published,
 
Buerger
 
added.  
Dr. Robert
 Ramonda, 
who 
teaches
 a course
 for 
reading 
specialists, said 
SJSU has only one 
reading
 
course for
 credential 
candidates.  
"That is not
 nearly 
enough," 
Ramonda said. 
Dr. Trude 
Corcoran,  an 
elementary 
education
 
reading teacher, 
said no 
more 
than
 nine units of 
preparation 
are required 
before
 student teaching 
because
 of the 
Ryan
 legis-
lation. 
The Ryan 
legislation, 
passed in 1970, 
changed
 the 
five year 
credential  which 
Teachers 
who  give 
let teachers teach 
in both multiple  
choice  tests in -
their major 
and minor field stead of 
essays  help the 
of study to 
a four year problem, he said.
 Illiterate 
credential  where most papers should not be 
ac
-
teachers
 graduate in a cepted by any 
department, 
single subject and can only he added. 
teach that one subject. Everything
 is 
dropped
 
She added there is not on the 
English Depart -
enough knowledge of what 
ment,  Buerger said. "They 
children need to learn to want all 
the problems to be 
read. cured in 
one 
semester  of 
Another 
problem, 
ac-  
English
 1A," 
he said. 
cording 
to Dr. John 
Galm,  
English 
Department 
Ramonda
 said in the 
chairman, is that some
 past reading instruction 
English teachers don't was cut
 off after elemen-
have English as their pri- t a ry school. "They 
mary field; they 
may have assumed you knew how to 
specialized in math 
or
 read," he said, and 
literature,  
students who 
needed  more 
"When they get out they instruction weren't getting 
may
 face a 
curriculum  it. 
they
 are not 
prepared  to 
teach," 
Calm said.
 
Calm also 
said  many 
composition  
courses
 which 
may look
 good on 
the 
surface 
actually  involve no 
writing. 
Faculty
 
members
 
who 
cut out term papers
 are 
contributing to the writing 
problem, said Buerger. 
Buerger is compiling a 
survey of the high schools 
SJSU students
 attended 
and relating it to their 
English IA grades. 
Summing  up the inade-
quate 
skills  situation, 
Buerger said,
 some 
students  can barely 
read 
their 
own 
composition  
when asked
 to in front of 
class. 
Women's 
program
 
faces
 
problems
 
 
 
lack
 of 
stability,  
inadequate  funding 
By
 Celeste 
A. Dier 
Although 
women's 
studies 
departments  are 
one of 
the fastest 
growing 
areas in 
higher 
education,  
most 
programs   
in-
cluding
 SJSU's 
 face 
problems. 
Eight years
 ago no 
one 
had heard 
of 
women's
 
studies.  
Today,
 about 200
 
schools 
across  the 
country
 
have 
courses
 
relating
 to 
women's
 studies. 
SJSU's 
five -year -old 
program,  is 
concerned  with 
stability; 
inadequate
 funding and
 a 
lack of tenured
 faculty also
 
top the
 list of 
complaints.  
Ellen Boneparth,
 coor-
dinator
 of SJSU 
Women's 
Studies
 program, 
said the 
program
 has good 
support
 
from the 
administration 
but she 
would  still like to 
see some
 changes. 
Boneparth,
 in her first 
year as 
coordinator,  said 
she  wants more 
tenured 
positions for 
women's 
studies, instructors,
 in-
creased faculty 
and funds 
and  a bachelor of arts 
de-
gree 
program for 
women's  
studies.
 
Faculty recruited 
"The only
 teachers with 
tenure  come from 
other
 de-
D.rvirt 
aac eco 
The lively combo "Viva 
Brazil" 
provided
 the music at 
Friday  night's
 Brazilian carnival and dance in the Dining 
Commons.
 
The 
event was 
sponsored
 by 
the 
Portuguese -Brazilian Club and 
As sociation. and drew 
quite a crowd of 
dancers.
 
The  
carnival
 
was  
free and 
open  to 
the  
public.
 It gave
 those who dropped
 in to 
listen 
and  dance to 
the
 sounds some 
exposure 
to 
Brazilian  
culture.
 
Grant
 may 
help low 
achievers
 
School of Education 
graduate students will be 
COPIES
 
3  
overnight  
no 
menonium  
KINKO'S
 
1235
 
3rd 
sr 
295-4336
 
able to 
train with low 
achieving
 students at SJSU 
if 
Dr. Norma 
Spalding's  
$25,000
 innovative 
grant  
application is accepted 
by 
the 
chancellor's office. 
Spalding, assistant pro-
fessor of 
special
 education, 
The 'PERFECT' 
GREETING 
CARD 
ONE MADE BY
 YOU! 
 BLANK 
CARD  STOCK 
 MATCHING ENVELOPES 
 ASSORTED 
COLORS   
9¢
 
each
 
SU alil
 
PAINT  
EL 
WALL  PAPER 
EC) 
87 Valley 
Fair Ctf San
 Jose 
249-8700  
365 
San Antonio Rd Mt View 
941 3600 
applied
 for a grant which 
would  create a 
reading  
assistance
 program by 
combining
 
several
 ele-
ments of the 
instructional 
program at 
SJSU. 
The  
programs  
brought
 
together
 
would  be 
the 
reading
 
lab, 
the Edu-
cational
 
Opportunity
 
Program
 
(EOP),
 the 
University
 
Alternative
 
Program
 
and  the 
reading
 
specialists,
 the 
bilingual
-
multicultural
 and
 coun-
selor  
education
 
programs.
 
The reading 
assistance 
program
 would 
combine 
projects 
not working
 on 
campus, she
 said. It will 
enable
 bilingual
-multi-
cultural
 and 
reading  
specialists 
credential can-
didates
 to gain 
experience  
working  with
 low achieving
 
students
 and 
minorities  on 
campus,  
Spalding  said.
 
Presently  many
 SJSU 
students who are 
required  
to train with 
minorities  
have  to go off campus in 
order to do so. 
The 
program,
 which 
could be 
implemented  
into
 
the CSUC 
system,
 seeks to 
increase  the 
reading
 skills 
of 
students
 with 
little
 costs 
to the 
state,
 by utilizing 
the 
services of 
reading
 special-
ists
 candidates
 and 
bilingual
-multicultural
 
candidates 
as instructors 
under 
faculty  
guidance.
 
The grant application 
stated the project 
will  
maximize its 
impact  in the 
training of reading special-
ists and improve the 
read-
ing skills of about 500
 SJSU
 
students. 
In a 1976 
reading test
 of 
English
 IA 
classes,
 25 per 
cent 
read  at 
10th
 grade 
level  or below,
 according
 to 
Spalding,  
who 
started  
SJSU's readina 
lab 
in 
1963. 
GAIN 
COMMITTEE
 
EXPERIENCE
 
A.S. 
Personnel
 Selection
 Committee
 
_ 6 students
 at large  
Recommends  
appointees
 to the A.S. 
President.  
Assists and 
aids
 the Personnel 
officer  in the 
execu-
tion of her  duties. 
All A.S. positions 
established in 
the 
A.S. constitution
 shall be 
interviewed
 by this 
com-
mittee 
as well as committee
 positions and/or 
sub-
i:ommittee positions 
established through the
 Ace-
/1emic 
Senate.  One year term.
 
Student 
Union  Board of Governors
 
 2 students at large
  
Recommends
 policy regarding
 Union use and 
pro-
grams- prepares 
annual  budget and 
other fiscal 
matters
 (such as rent, fees, and
 space charges).
 
Two 
two-year terms. One 
one-year term. 
Winter
 Carnival Committee
 
5 students 
at large 
The 
purpose
 of 
this committee is to plan, direct
 and coordinate 
activities  fr.' the 
Winter
 Carnival. All 
activities  shall be 
planned for
 the 
enjoyment 
of
 the 
student  body.
 One year term. 
partments,"
 
Boneparth  
said 
"We can only 
recruit
 
temporary  faculty 
for  core 
women's
 studies courses." 
Academic vice 
presi-
dent 
Hobert
 Burns said in 
answer to 
this that con-
sideration should
 be given 
to the 
original  design of the 
program.
 
"From the beginning 
the 
women's
 studies 
pro-
gram at 
SJSU was 
designed to be a multi-
disciplinary program," 
Burns 
said. "We planned 
that 
teachers  would come 
to it from other 
disciplines  
and they 
would  have tenure 
in those
 disciplines." 
With more faculty and 
funds, Boneparth said,
 
women's studies 
"would 
demonstrate
 
how 
big  it 
could grow."  
Burns said, 
however, that 
potential 
must be shown through 
en-
rollment first,
 then the 
program would 
merit  more 
faculty and funds. 
"The 
size of 
women's
 
studies
 depends on 
student
 
enrollment,"
 Burns said.
 
"We're at the mercy of the 
budget 
mechanism. If no 
one takes the 
courses, then 
the program
 is unstable." 
Enrollment up 
According to Bone-
parth, women's 
studies has 
no problem
 with dropping 
enrollment. In fact, 
enroll-
ment in women's 
'studies
 
courses 
was  up 25 per cent 
this year from last year, 
said acting Dean of the 
School of Social Sciences,
 
Gerald Wheeler. 
"It's one of the 
programs I don't have to 
worry about," Wheeler 
said. "Since
 its inception, 
its growth has gone up 
steadily." 
About 2,000 students 
took 
ws..nen's
 studies 
related courses last 
Campus society 
wants 800 
pints 
for blood drive 
Elie Arnold 
Air Society 
has scheduled May 
9, 10 
and 11 for 
its semi-annual 
blood drive. 
The drive
 is sponsored
 
by the 
Aerospace
 Studies 
and is 
assisted by the
 Red 
Cross in taking 
the blood. 
Last 
semester's  drive 
brought
 in 613 pints
 with 
523 of them 
being  usable for 
transfusion.  
A goal of 800 pints
 has 
been set for next month's 
drive to 
be held from 9a .m.
 
to 3 p.m. 
May 9 to 11 in the 
S.U. Loma
 Prieta Room. 
of the 
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Ellen Boneparth, director of the SJSU Women's Studies program, says the department needs 
more
 
tentured  
positions.
 
The 
program
 is in its eighth year. 
semester 
and 50 
graduate  
students
 are enrolled
 in the 
masters 
program,  
Bone-
parth  said. 
Women's  
studies
 should 
move
 in the 
direction  of a 
bachelor's
 
degree,
 
Bone-
parth  
said. 
She 
pointed  
out that 
San 
Francisco  
State
 University's
 program 
has a bachelor
 degree. 
At 
SJSU 
students  can 
minor
 in 
women's
 studies 
or be 
in the Social
 Science 
masters
 program 
with an 
emphasis
 on 
women's 
studies,
 Boneparth 
said. 
Sybil Weir, 
head of 
women's
 studies 
from 1974 
to 
1975,  said she 
didn't 
actively 
seek a 
bachelor's
 
degree 
program  when
 she 
was  coordinator. 
Discipline
 trained
 
"Women's
 studies
 is not 
yet  a 
viable
 major,"
 Weir 
said. 
"Students
 are better
 
off 
trained in a 
discipline 
and 
minoring  
in 
women's
 
studies."
 
Burns said
 he felt there
 
should  be 
no bachelor's
 
degree 
specifically
 in 
women's 
studies 
because  a 
bachelor's
 degree 
"should 
be 
broader."
 
He added 
that right 
now  
with  the 
financial
 crunch it 
was  doubtful 
the trustees 
would 
approve  
any new 
B.A. 
programs.  The 
chancellor's
 office, 
however,  could approve a 
major 
in women's studies, 
Burns said. 
Burns helped design the 
program with Fa 
uneil  
Rinn, acting provost 
of 
New 
College, who served 
as the first head of the pro-
gram from 1972 to 1973. 
SJSU's program is 
ranked
 as one of the best 
nationwide, Burns said, 
adding "superb faculty 
members are teaching in 
our women's studies 
program." 
"If I didn't think the3, 
were  a 
good 
group  
I 
wouldn't
 have
 
supported
 
the 
program," 
Burns 
aid.
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Attorney Assistant
 Training 
Certificate 
Programs  in 

Litigation 
 Corporations/Litigation 
Accrediteil
 liy the
 
Arriercan  Bar Association 
III Specialist
 certificate programs 
begin  Fall, 1977 
at 
UCLA  
 Comprehensive 5 -month day and part-time evening
 programs 
 For
 highly qualified 
applicants  seeking a career 
in the 
paralegal  field 
II Receive graduate level instruction from practicing 
attorneys
 and attorney 
assistants  
l 
Housing  
and
 
employment
 assistance
 available 
 In 
Litigation:
 Learn marketable
 skills in trial 
procedures  
relevant to criminal and civil law 
 hi 
Corporations/  
Litigation:
 
Learn marketable skills in corporate and pension and 
profit-sharing procedures; also trial procedures 
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